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ASEE Report Summer 1982:
Application of Analytical Redundancy to Failure Detection
Franc: J. Al exandro, Jr.
University of Washington
This project was motivated by the problem of detection of sensor
failures in a dual tetrad inertial navigation system. The tetrad inertial
package consists of four laser gyros, three mounted Sn orthogonal axes and
the fourth mounted at an angle of approximately 54.7 to the other axes.
The proposed dual tetrad system consists of two tetrad packages mounted
some distance apart on an aircraft. Because of the flexibility of the
structure and the physical separation of the two tetrad units the gyros and
accelerometers do not measure exactly the same quantities. Ames has
previously had occasion to study the detection of failures in a single
tetrad system (Ref. 1) but analytical redundancy techniques were not used
in this study. The term analytical redundancy is usually taken to mean
that the dynamic behavior of the system i.e., the differential equation of
motion are used as part of the failure detection algorithm.
Several different analytical redundancy systems have been proposed
(Ref. 2-5) 'For use in aircraft guidance system. The basic idea is to use
the information about the system dynamics in such a manner that sensor
measurements of one quantity can be related via the dynamic equations to
quantities measured by other sensors. Thisis in contrast to what: is
referred to as hardware redundancy in wh^i ch mul tiple sensors measuring the
same quantities are used in a '"voting" scheme to determine which sensor has
Failed.
Most analytical redundancy algorithms make use of observers or Kalman
filter; to compare the information measured by different: sensors measuring
different quantities in order to detect failures. During this summer I
reviewed -the available literature on analytical redundancy in an attempt to
identify those methods which may be useful for failure detection in a dual
tetrad system. Generally the algorithms described are quite complicated
and are based on the assumption that the system is linear (or can be
adequately described by linearized equations). The effects of
nonlinearity, parameter variation and parameter uncertainty have not been
extensively considered in published reports, Consequently, it is unclear
as to whether it is practical to implement an analytical redundancy scheme
in the dual tetrad system. During the coming academic year and next summer
I hope to continuere to investigategat  the feasi bi l , ty of a practical analytical
redundancy scheme for a dualtetrad system, and T have submitted a proposal
to NASA for graduate student support on this project. During my stay at
Ames I have had the benefit of very useful discussions about this project
with R. Bach, M. Sidar, and G. Xenakis.
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Does Phosphine Photolysis in Jupiter's Atmosphere Lead to
Organic Chemical Evolution?
Robert Benson	 1
Nazareth College of Rochester	 ;(
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
My work,this summer, is part of a long term investigation.
At NASA-Ames, into the possibility of organic chemical evolution
in Jupiter's atmosphere. These studies have some relevance to
the origin of life on earth because the earth's primitive atmos-
phere may have resembled the present day reducing atmosphere of
Jupiter.
Phosphine, PH3, is a constituent of Jupiter's atmosphere. It
has been d.etected in the region just above the white ammonia
cirrus clouds that are a dominant feature of our view of Jupiter.
Light from the sun reaching this region is energetic enough to be
absorbed by phosphine and cause the photolysis reaction:
(1) PH3 + by-- -^ PH2 + H.
The photons absorbed by phosphene contain more energy than is
requirsd to break a P-H bond. Most of the excess energy is carried
away by the H atom as kinetic energy, producing a so called hot
H atom. It is called this because it has more kinetic energy than
it would have if it were in thermal equilibrium with the gas.
Hot atom chemistry, or chemical reactions initiated by hot
atoms, is a common murrance in interstellar regions and the
upper regions of planetary atmospheres. What I was to investigate
was the possibility of the hot H atom initiating organic chemical
reactions in Jupiter's atmosphere. In particular , does the
abstraction reaction:
(2)H + CH4 --> H2 + CH3 cfcur^C producing a methyl
radical which can go on to produce more complicated organic molecules?
At the wavelength of light we used 184.9 nm, the hot H atom
from phosphine photolysis contains much more energy than is required
by reaction 2. However the reaction is not efficient and the hot
H atom can become thermalized by collisions and quickly lose its
excess energy. Thus it is not at all certain this reaction will
&cur* to any great extent.
The experiment involved mixing accurately known amounts of
PHI, CD4 and H2 and exposing the mixture to the 184.9 nm light from
a ow pressure mercury lamp. CD4 was used in place of CH4 because
HD will then be formed by reaction 2. Using mass spectrometry to
measure the amount of HD formed then gives a measure of the
efficiency of reaction 2.
In a simulated Jovian atmosphere consisting of 4 torr PH3,
20 torn CD4 and 200 torr of H2 and a time of exposure resulting
in 15 % PH3 loss - I measured no excess HD formation over the
controlt A check on the experimental procedure was made by
exposing a mixture consisting of 4 torr PH33 and 320 torr CD4.
In such a mixture thermalization of a hot H atom is less likely
to omrt before reaction with CD4. The result was that 0.0088 moles
of HD were formed per mole of PH3 decomposed. This finding indicates
1*
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the experimental procedure is working fine.
The more realistic Jovian atmosphere results tell us that
phosphene photolysis and the hot H atom produced is not going to
lead to the production of methyl radicals by reaction 2. The
reasonl • why,iis ,Aprobably because H atoms, react very readily with
PH1 (3) H + PH3 - H + PH2
 . This reaction is very close to
being diffusion contro led and probably siphons off H atoms.
In summary, my measurement- , of no abtraction of H from
methane,under conditions more favorable for this reaction than
on Jupiter, tells us that phosphine photolysis will not initiate
organic chemical evolution on Jupiter.
r^
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WORKLOAD STUDIES IN AFTI F=♦16 TEST FLIGHTS
Jan Rerkhout,	 NASA Summer Faculty Fellow
' 	 NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, August, 1982
During the summer of 1982 I worked closely with several
groups of NASA and Air Force researchers associated with the
AFTI F-16 program.	 The AFTI F-16 incorporates a number of
superaugmented and decoupled flight control modes. 	 My aim
during the summer of 1982 was to familiarize myself with the
flight test program and data collection procedures so that I
could obtain and analyze flight data relevant to "pilot work
loads" in the superaugmented control modes.
As used by human factors psychologists, the term pilot
workload describes an extensive combination of perceptual,
cognitive and psychomotor elements 	 (Roscoe, et al., 1978).
Work overloads are said to occur whenever anticipated performance
requirements might exceed operator capability. 	 A main assumption
is that workloads in general ought to be reduced, and that the
advantages of any augmented control system should consist at
least partly in reduced workload.
Attempts have been made to separate motor and cognitive
workload components (Mornay, 1979).
	
In the operation of high
performance aircraft a complete separation of the two is not
possible or desireable. 	 Complex psychomotor functions do
require physical work, and a reduction in the energy demands
on the pilot's skeletal musculature often reduces cognitive d
workload as well.
Psychologists have searched for years for a single parameter
measure of workload without success. 	 Workload estimates are
necessarily based on a multidimensional array of information.
Workload analyses are commonly broken down into four broad
categories as follows:
a.	 Primary task analysis (Chiles and Alluisi, 1979)
b. 'Secondary (probe) analysis (Ogden et al, 1979)
c.	 Physiological monitoring (Wierwille, 1979)
d.	 Subjective reports (Williges and Wierwille, 1979)
These four categories often generate independent and
contradictory estimates whichare not easily reconciled
(Hart et al, 1982).
	 Workload seems to be a genuinely multi-
dimensional consruct, and no one category of measures can be
adequately interpreted without information from the others
as well.
f^
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Work load measurements in all four domains are being incorporated
Into the current AFTI F-16 flight test program.(Crombie and Frazier,
1982). The main interest is, of course, comparing work loads imposed
on the pilot when the unconventional control modes are used, and the
transition phases from one mode to another. Further on in the test
program a number of automated attack and maneuvering systems will be
made operational and studied, including voice displays and controls,
and the entire rational behind these systems is in fact a reduction
of pilot workload.
My main associates during the summer of 1982 were the AFFTC
personnel coordinating Human Factors evaluations in the test flight
program, particularly Mai. S. Gray and Capt. R. Crombie. P. Sorokowski
was my chief contact in the Joint Task Force (JTF) operations office.
­-making flight data available to me, and briefing me on mission
scenarios and data formats. The NASA-Dryden researchers in the
Dynamics and Control Branch were valuable sources of information
on flight dynamics and control theory, particularly P. Carr, and
from AFFTC, B. Schmfield and T. Twisdale. Finally, on several
occasions I was able to meet with Dr. S. Hart at NASA-Ames for
discussions on more general applications of work load measurements
in aircraft operations.
Primar task anal sis. Primary operator outputs in the AFTI
F--16 consist of a steady stream of motor activity into four primary
flight control axes (Sr; Sp; P and T), the T control being a throttle
twist grip not present on conventional aircraft. In some cases
the operation of the primary flight controls can be described in terms
of continuous operator transfer functions (Heffley, 1982), for which
a finite number of gain and phase lag values can be specified.
lIowever, in many cases pilot output cannot be adequately specified in
terms of continuous transfer functions, and is better handled in terms
of 'Integrated Sequences of Activity (ISAs, Berkhout, 1981), or even
as conditioned responses. In such cases the appropriate parameters
•	 to monitor would be response time histograms (Berkhout, 1982), or
error values relative to information content (Shingledecker et al,
1980).
When closed-loop tasks, such as -tracking a known target, are
performed an RMS error value. can usually be calculated for the
concurrent operator transfer functions (]Poulton, 1974). For open
loop tasks, where target position or the value of di,sequilibrating
inputs are not known, error functions cannot be quantified. However,
it is possible to evaluate performance and workload in such cases
using spectral, density analysis of output in each control channel
(Sheridan, 1974), evidence of single channel time sharing (K,insbourne,
1981), and features of control outputs related to queueing theory
►`
	
	 (White, 1975). Applications of these techniques to high performance
aircraft studies are discussed in Zacharias and Levinson (1979) and
Schofield et al, 1982).
1)
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My analysis -of AFTI F-16 flight data for the initial flights
in the program is based on the manual reduction of control force
and position values derived from strip charts of telemetered
parameters recorded in real time during each flight (Table 1)'.
Epoch boundaries are determined from other flight parameters
on these strip charts as shown in Table 1. The value of
subsequent work load estimates depends on the correct determination
of epoch boundaries, which should indicate such things as the
	
Initiation of specific maneuvers, changes in control modes, and 	 .
arbitrary events associated with maneuvers such as reaching or
exceeding certain angles of attack.
Once epoch boundaries have been determined, the strip chart
-data is examined to establish values of control activity in each
discrete axis. This can be done by noting any above-threshold
control events, and tabulating reversals of the primary controls.
Once this has been done, the activity in all control axes.can
be collated and examined for evidence of parallel and sequential
control outputs. From such data,. evidence can assembled, concerning
the operators control strategy expressed in terms of cycle time,
sequence patterns, switching rates and dwell times, and from the,=e
..data inferences can be drwn concerning the relative work effort
across epochs.
^,.•
	
	
In the three flights flown, up to August 24, 1982, only the
standard normal control mode has been used. -Examples of strip
chart data are given in Figures 1 - 5, and these indicate that
full time sharing of the three primary control axes occured,
as would be expected with normal control configuration.
Secondary task analysis. While my main effort this summer has.
been to set up analysis procedures for the primary control data,
information from the other three categories of work load measures
will eventually be available as the flight test program proceeds,
and will be collated with the primary control output data.
Traditional secondary task analysis includes such "probe"
tasks as voice shadowing, reaction time to extraneous stimuli, and
mental arithmetic.	 These are presumed to reflect reserve processing
capacity *when performed in conjunction with primary control tasks.
(Note that only the instructions to the subjects provides the dist-
inction between primary and secondary!)' To be effective, the probe
tasks ought to impose a constant load at a fixed pace, and meet
several other constraints as well (Brown, 1978). 	 For these reasons
probe tasks as such have not been included in AFTI F-1.6 test flights.
However, it is possible to regard some forms of voice communications
and flight controller instructions as secondary tasks with a precisely
defineable information content (Shingledecker et al, 1980). 	 When
such communications occur spontaneously during complex test flight
scenarios response time and accuracy can be scored, and the impact
on primary task functions can be quantified.
ti	 ,
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Physiological monitoring. Most physiological subsystems
show reliable changes with increased cognitive and motor work loads.
Under high work load and stress conditions cardiac funetionso
energy metabolism, blood chemistry and.f^=tral nervous activity.
are all rather highly correlated (Berthout, 1970). Cardiac
functions will be monitored on some future AFTI F-16 test flights
(Reader, 1981). Basic rate, rate variability and qrs / t wave
phase relationships will be recorded. These physiological
parameters will be available for correlation with the estimates
of work load from the other three categories of data, and will
provide a useful interpretive aid.
Subjective workload estimates. There is a large literature
of special purpose workload estimation instruments designed for
use with high performance aircraft operations, which combine
multi-attribute theory and scaling techniques to produce equal-
interval response matrices for grouped pilot responses (Donnell
-and O'Conner, 1978; Reid et a1 9 1981 Williams, 1982). These
response measuring instruments are in theory to the traditional
ordinal scales of aircraft handling qualities such as the Cooper_
harper (1969), a ten rank rating List. The best of these multl--
attribute instruments unfortunately,require a large amount
of interviewer--pilot contact time, 'and a pool of group data. Both
these requirements are unrealistic in terms of the AFTI flight test
program constraints. The emphasis in AFTI debriefing will be on
^,,. --• 	 segregating pilot workload estimates for single mission phases
(Greene et al, 1981) rather than obtaining load estimates for
• larger mission segments. The methodological emphasis will be on
obtaining a true, discrete boundary for the desired event or
control condition, which may be quite brief.
Continuation studies. As more test flights are completed,
Major Gray and Mr. Sorokowski have agreed to send copies of the
appropriate strip charts containing pilot control outputs to me
at the Human Factors Laboratory at the University of South 'Dakota.
Further analysis of the strip chart data will continue during
the academic year 1982-1983 along the lines indicated above. While
I will be concentrating on primary task data, information concerning
work load estimates for the same flight epochs but derived from
the other three categories will be made available for correlation
with the primary output data. The primary data analysis is
generally based on an open-loop interpretation of the test flight
scenario. Closed-loop data may become available later in the
flight program when tracking scores for HQDT or "aggressive tracking"
become available, and workload scores can be collated with tracking
values. In particular, the early flight data must really be
considered baseline data, since the a:;gme-.ted control modes and the
fourth control axis have not yet been used. Operator output bandwidth,
channel capacity and queueing of output elements will be of much
more interest in the four axis augmented modes.
y
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Apart from the further processing of strip chart data
several other procedures for analyzing AFTI F-16 workload
levels are possible. Power spectral density and cross-spectral
transformations of the motor output time series would permit
a more precise look at bandwidth and shared power aspects of
multi-axis tracking. Once available, these transformations
can also be used for calculating event-linked postgrade and
retrograde averaging of control operations. In such a data
reduction, the "events" would be critical points in the
flight scenario, and the averaged responses"would show such
things as the time needed to damp out responses in particular
frequency bands.	 .
Once the magnitude and quality of data generated by the
AFTI F-16 test flight program is known in more detail, I will
present a proposal for NASA support of further work, along
the lines suggested in the p94ragraph above, to be done at
the Human Factors Laboratory at the University of South
Dakota, and involving ,approximately 12 man--months of data
..analysis effort by senior graduate students in the doctoral
program in human factors.
I`
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Infrared Observations of M17
Elizabeth Brackmann
State University of Now York at Stony Brook
There	 is increasing	 observational	 evidence	 that massive	 stars
tend to	 form near	 the	 edges	 of	 dense clouds	 of gas
and dust	 in	 the	 galaxy,	 leading	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 "blisters"	 of
ionized	 hydrogen	 at	 the	 surface of the	 clouds.	 This	 summer	 I
have	 studied	 infrared emission	 from one	 of	 the most energetic	 of
those	 star forming	 complexes,	 M17.	 Attention	 has	 been	 focused	 on
the	 properties	 of	 the	 emission	 at 20,	 50,	 and	 100 microns,	 on	 the f
temperature	 distribution	 of the	 IR emitting	 dust,	 and	 on	 the	 role
of	 several	 stellar-like	 point	 sources	 recently	 discovered	 in	 the
near-IR by Ames	 observers	 in	 the overall	 energy oalance	 of	 the
region.	 The	 results	 of	 this	 analysis	 have	 been	 combined	 with	 the
work
	 of	 past	 investigators who	 have	 studied	 other	 aspects	 of
M17--	 its	 stellar	 populations,	 radio emission	 from	 diffuse	 and
compact
	
regions	 of	 ionized	 hydrogen,	 millimeter wavelength
observations	 of	 molecules	 deep	 in	 the	 cloud core	 and	 IR	 emission
at other	 wavelengths	 and	 resolutions--	 to	 refine' our	 view of
ongoing	 star	 formation	 in	 this	 region.	 A	 paper	 is	 now	 being
prepared	 on	 this	 work	 in	 collaboration	 with	 Mike	 Werner	 of	 the
Space	 Sciences	 Division.
The	 initial	 analysis	 was	 done	 using	 the	 high	 resolution	 (30
arc	 seconds)	 data
	
at 50	 and 100 microns	 taken	 with	 the	 Kuiper
Airborne	 Observatory.	 Dust temperatures	 were	 derived	 by	 fitting
a	 black	 body	 temperature curve	 to	 the	 50	 and	 100 micron	 emission
at each	 measured	 point	 and	 then	 correcting	 for	 a	 dust	 absorbing
efficiency which
	
goes	 as	 1/k.	 The	 temperature	 decreases	 steeply
from
	 east	 to west.	 Comparison	 of the	 100	 micron	 brightness	 with
that estimated	 for	 a	 blackbody	 at the	 observed 50-100 micron
color
	
temperature	 indicates	 that the opacity	 increases	 steeply	 to
the	 west.	 In	 addition,	 the	 50	 and 100	 micron	 emission maxima	 are
displaced	 from	 one	 another	 in	 the direction	 of	 the	 steepening
density	 gradient.	 The most	 likely	 interpretation	 of	 these	 results
is	 that	 a	 high	 extinction	 cloud	 is	 heated	 from	 its	 eastern	 side
by young
	
stars	 located	 near	 its	 edge.	 The	 longest wav:lengths
penetrate	 the	 furthest	 into	 the	 cloud	 with	 the	 least	 ability	 to
heat dust,	 hence	 the	 warmer	 (50 micron)	 dust;	 lies	 closer	 to	 the
heating
	 source	 than	 the	 cooler	 (100	 micron)	 dust.
This model	 is	 an	 extension	 of the	 picture	 proposed	 by other
observers.	 The f	 cm	 radio	 emission	 from	 ionized	 hydrogen
adjacent:	 to the
	
far-infrared	 peaks	 has	 been	 interpreted	 as	 the
front	 between	 the till	 region	 and	 the molecular	 cloud	 seen	 edge
on.	 The	 present	 results	 depart:	 from	 previous	 work	 in	 showing 4
that	 the	 peak
	 IR	 luminosity	 in	 the molecular	 cloud	 is	 too	 bright 'E
and compact to	 be	 heated by the star clusters to the east which
.are	 thought to	 power	 the	 HII	 region.	 My	 hypothesis	 is	 that there ^;t
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is a deeply embedded unobservable star cluster closer to the IR
peak providing local heating. The newly discovered near-IR point
sources lie in the predicted location for the new heating source.
Examination of the spectrophotomotry of the 14 near-IR sources
shows that they are very luminous but cool ( 100 0K) objects, most
likely massive young stars ( 30,000 1 11) throwing off dust shells
heated to 100"K. The heated shells may be the only evidence of
other nearby young stars without heated shells, but highly
obscured by foreground dust, whose unbounded radiation is
powering the local area. Work is now in progress on the other
possible interpretations of the near-IR point sources.
One of my main motivations for coming to Ames this summer
was to become more familiar with the techniques of III
instrumentation and data handling. I have had several useful l
demonstration-discussions with my NASA colleague Tom Roel 1 i g on
the state-of-the-art research being done in his lab (NASA-Ames
Space Sciences Division) on low temperature high sensitivity IR
detectors. During the summer I also spent a substantial fraction
of my time reducing the data for a very high resolution (5 arc
second) 20 micron map of M17. The data was taken using a
beam-switching mode in which a position is sampled at the same
time as adjacent positions a few arc seconds on either side=
When the adjacent measurements are of blank sky they provide an
easy means of removing atmospheric contributions from the signal
at the central point.	 In this case adjacent measurements were
taken within the Ir emission region and a scheme had to be
devised to deconvolve true signal from the relative measurements
at each point. The final 20 micro ► map shows a number of peaks in
addition to an extended background which is co-extensive with 6
cm radiation from the ionized hydrogen at the edge of the cloud.
The 20 micron perks coincide with compact HII regions and with
some of the near IR point sources and have been useful in
determining the nature of the new embedded cluster.
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1. ANALYSIS OF TWO-WILY CONTINGENCY TABLE BY ROCK AND VEGETATION TYPES
2. MODIFIED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES AND THEIR
APPLICATION TO PXXTERN RECOGNITION IN REMOTE SENSING
Hubert J. Chen
Department of Statistics and Computer Science
University of Georgia
1982 ASEE Summer Research Fellow
Stanford University and NASA/Ames Research Center
Dr. David.Mouat at the Technology Applications Branch is currently conducting
t	
a•research project in geology on determining the relation between rock
and vegetation types. The sampling survey and statistical analysis are to
be used as basic tools for the study. It is suggested that a minimum
sample of 250 items for the ten by five contingency table be collected by
a random process. Zt is also suggested that a large sample be considered
if more budget funds and time are allowed.
Due to possible empty cells in the contingency table, the actual statistical
analysis could be more complicated. Empty cells occur in two situations: (1)
when the sample size is not large enough (small sample effect), and (2) when
the cell combinations are impossible (with probability zero cells). k reso-
lution for the former case is to add a small number, say 0.5 or 1 to every
cell and then the usual chi-square test for independence (or equivalently, no
interaction) could be employed [1). In addition, a log linear model via
logorithmic transformation of the expected frequency may be used to convert
this table into a two-way ANOVA type problem. Thus, Tukey's one-degree-of-
freedom test for interaction is possible and furthermore, test and compari-
sons among row/column effects can be made. For the latter case the with-
probability-zero cells cannot be adjusted or estimated; a special method
through iterations must be used to derive the expected frequencies for the
nonempty cells. Then, a chi-square test for the quasi-independence can be
performed [1]. Further analysis can also be made by a log transformation for
all nonempty cells. In this situation an ANOVA test is possible using re-
gression model via the use of SAS statistical package [5] in which sum of
squares type I, II, III and IV should be read and interpreted with caution.
The second problem I have been working on'is pattern recognition in remote
sensing via a satellite, which was hinted by Dr. Don Card of the Technology
Applications Branch, NASA/Ames Research Center. This subject interests me a
lot. A modified maximum likelihood classifier which should have the potential
of increasing the accuracy of classification is studied.
At the present time statistical model used to classify a picture element
(pixel) on earth into an appropriate category of land cover and land use is
a multivariate normal probability distribution on the brightness values or
color-coded values (X1 , X27 ..., X p ) collected and digitized by multispectral
scanner system (MSS) installed in a land satellite [3, 6]. The domain of
the model which is assumed to be in the entire multidimensional space may
i
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not reflect the practical situations. Instead, it is more likely to be
restricted in certain finite intervals say (a,b). The brightness
values from a spectral band, for example, are confined in the range of
(0, 127) in an MSS of Landsat. Based on this reason a doubly (two-
sided) truncated multivariate normal probability model is assumed on the
vector (Xl , X2 , ..., Xp); and the conjecture is that based on the trun-
sated model the accuracy of classification of a pixel into a class could
b6 increased using maximum likelihood classification principal.
Since the true parameters of the probability Model are generally unknown,
one has to estimate them using training samples of k,aown features on the
ground. To do this the maximum likelihood ,
 method or moment method can
be used [2, 43. As a result, a system of simultaneous p(p+3)/2 nonlinear
equations must be solved by high speed computers. A generalization of
the model to several classes with different mean vectors but with the
same covariance structure will be investigated in the future. Comparisons
between nontruncated and truncated probability models will be made
accordingly in terms of the chance of misclassification.
References
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	 OTV Aerothermodynamics
Disk Desautel
Associate Professor,
N	 Mechanical EngineeringSan Jose State Uni c:.rsity
My summer project has consisted of developing an understanding of the
problem posed of experimentally simulating orbital transfer vehicle (OTV)
aerothermodynamics. The proposed OTV mission involves a unique flight regime
for the dominant aerodynamics and heat transfer. This flight regime is one of
hypersonic (18 to 37 for M), low density (Kn = 0.001 to 0.3), and intermediate
Reynolds Number (10 to 100,000) flow. The flow is dominated by real gas effects and
and nonequilibrium conditions due to the high total .enthalpy. This regrow. has
been encountered on previous missions, but has never been the sole regime in
which the vehicle experiences the significant atmospheric effects. The summer's
project addressed the question: 'What is the experimental aerothermodynamic
simulation problem posed by this mission and how should we go about solbdng-it?
It will be, recognized that the state of knowledge concerning gas kinetics, gas
dynamius, and gas chemistry- is far from adequate in the hypersonic, low density
regime, and hence there is a strong motivation for achieving experimental
simulation of the aerothermodynami.cs.
During work on the project, I reviewed the literature, both on fundamentals
and on applications, of impulse-type flow facilities with emphasis on shock.tube
derived facilities. I also interacted strongly with Dr. Chule Park to gain
insight into particular advantages/diadvantages of each device, and pragmatic
performance capabilities. At the same time, I studied the basic concepts of
similitude as applied to the hypersonic and low density (rarefiedX gas regimes.
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A further background investigation considered the .rationale for OTV flight regime
and its consequent free-stream flaw parameters.
All this background and developing familiarity with the problem was synthesized
and a simulation strategy evolved. The project's conclusions wore primarily that
separate simulations of flow field (aerodynamics) and the relevant gas kinetics/
at
chemistry were needed, theformer involving 
,
first simple glow-discharge diagnostics
in a simple shock tunnel and the latter involving long-term commitment to proper
modification of existing shock tube facilities to prodtice the required gas purity
and total temperature.
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"\kuJel Reduction ||othoUm For {1mn8nYer HUtopilnL Dmsimn"
kunno(h buUiplc^
1nubu,w Unive'ruitv - Purdue* UUivor g ity at Indlanapolio
P|cofnssor  of GnAiUeerioq
T|`e P/ oUh](-,?,00
	
~|.1near dYnaN1c models of mircr= and other complex mystem^
are Men rop|egented by (a hjqh-urdsr differont1al equation. such
modals are ususa1ly durived tram c pmplicaLed analytical design
prucedorcs and 1nvo1vo predicted valuwo of numerous system
puraA/wters. The comp]exity of such models pro/vide a serious
	 .
handicap to understanding system Whaviur. 6imilarly, th^
cm/o\(ativm efFmK ot u|}certainLiem in p[edicLinq parameter values
load to gros2 inaccuracy and Nisleadioo characteristics in the
1601 mrde[ mode]z. In addition, low-order modw]s arw reported to
be imkort*//i in the doslq|/ of rubusL contyu1si,"
l|'m objecLivon of Udm prolect is to develop useable and
rml1ab1w procedures for extracting from a hiqh-order model those
luwe| u/der o",|els which ru4ajn the esset1al dynamics of the.real
systuW and Wo`Jdu desi,uab]e insight or dusiqn properties. Such
^ro^edores wmddb p
 uf currer/i value in the desiqn of control laws
for the Muever HuLupi1ot beina used in the Hi-Mat aircraft.
U'ey Will be of simi]a| value in impUmrUtation of control laws
for future appl1caLioo of ihx, MaDuever Autopilot concept. 	 i
SiaLu^
Dur1|}q this su/oo`er, I have initiated a ]iterature review,
applied ead} of fou, differeoL methods to a simple example system
to i1]usLraLo t|}e fU|o±joDinq of the method "
 in addition, I haYv*
spenL Lime 1earninA to use the Cvbor Interactive Facility and tho
OKAC|.S subruutioos in app]9ing the x/ethodm st"died and in
	
.
mnalys1nu methods still to ho ccx)siUored.
Literature Review:
AL present,
	
I hove obtained ten technical reports dealing
with different methods of model reduction.
	 These reports include
reW[enc ps to additional reparK ^	Thus,
	 there seems to have been
a significant amount oF study on this subject.
	
I expect to
crx}LiVue m/ r*vjeN of existinq methods.
^U/r= of Lhu methods presenWd 	 (FEiRNANDO, MOORE, and PERNEBO)
no apu]ied to s l stews which have previously been "balanced".
	 Th^^
ccx'cwp(	 of	 "balancing" is presented by Uuore.	 His report was ono
of U)e first ubtainud and I have spent much of the summer
^	 develup1Dq ihn a1uorithm and associated computer program to
pei Porm the L'ala:cing procedure. 	 The "balancjnp" procedure may be .
intrih^ical1y y^luable ^s it 	 is claimed to l	 rlead tu m robust fnN-..—'.---_--' 	 va ble	 --	 -'	 --	 -------	 ^-	 ----	 --	 - .--_--	 ^-- !^	 OT	 control	 30W. |
^	 ||uure,s ,eporL "ontains 31 references,
	
some of which should
^	 be rev]owed for &ddiiional 	 inforMim/.	 Thu report also contains |
 n,m/eouus pruoYS to auppn/i Uhw dewulnpmunt or the concept and ^
sc,e/a]
	
e:amp]ee of iLs application.	 the Uoore method of
^	 /^eJuciion ^^ one of	 the	 four which	 I ha^e il]A^txated by e:ampl^.!/ C{S	 '
	'r ^ I	 ' ^j
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Microbial and Nutrient Analyses in Controlled Environmental'
Support Systems for Plants
Diane Dudzinski
Professor of Biology
College of Santa Fe
If higher plants are to be used to supply food, oxygen and potable
water as life support for man durinn large scale manned space missions, then
it seems reasonable to assume that bacterial accumulations will occur within
such systems. These potential contaminants can enter via the air, the nutrient
medium, man and plants. They may have harmful and/or beneficial effects depending
upon the species. Therefore, it may hr necessary to control microbial popula-
tions within s^jch systems. In addition if nutrient solutions are to be recycled
within such systems, it may be necessary to know at what rate specific nutrients
are depleted from the system for different plants.
Steve Schwartzkopf of NASA/A11ES has developed a computer monitored closed
plant chamber which can precisely monitor and control a. number of physical and
chemical gas parameters. I came to NASA/AMES this summer to work with Steve ,a
Schwartzkopf and Robert McElroy in the CELSS program, and to investigate the
above mentioned problems.
Experiments run this summer include the growth of 'Grand Rapids' lettuce
from seedling to harvest in an open environmental plant chamber over two,four
week periods. During these experiments bacterial and nutrient samples were periodi-
cally collected for analyses. During the first four week period a UV lamp was
continuously "on", and during the second four week period a UV lamp was continuous-
ly 'off". In another experiment involving the closed plant chamber, a tomato
plant was placed into the chamber and samples were periodically taken for bacterial
and nutrient analyses.
All microbiological media, supplies, incubators, Quebec colony counters,
plant growth chambers as well as atomic absorption spectrophotometer and reagents
for nutrient analyses were supplied by NASA.
Bacterial Millings to date show that UV light emitting wavelengths of
245 nm can reduce bacterial populations from 60,000 cells per ml. to less than 200
cells per ml. within 24 hrs.per 100 liters of nutrient solution having a flow
rate of 20 1. per min. (see FIGURE 1). Bacterial species identified within the
chambers include pathogenic Staphylococci spp., Erwinia sp.; opportunistic microbes
such as'Pseudomonas spp., Chromobacterium sp., and other microbes such as Lactoba-
cillus sp., Acinetobacter. spp., Sphearotilus natans, Leptothrix sp., Serratia
liquefaciens and Alcaligenes sp.. Several of the species identified are involved
in the production of ethylene and other gases as wei•l as toxins and could be con-
sidered phytopathogens. Nutrient analyses to date are incomplete, but do suggest
that metals such as iron are rapidly depleted from the nutrient medium and may
tie complexed as precipitates onto the sheaths of Sphaerotilus natans and/or Lepto-
thrix sp. Completion of the analyses from these experiments wild be undertaken at
the College of Santa Fe during the year.
If funding is approved for a second summer as a NASA/ASEE, i would like to
examine the same parameters under intermittent UV light exposure which may be
more energy efficient and just as effective in controlling microbial Populations-
In addition I would like to examine interactions between higher plants. algae and
microorganisms within a closed environmental chamber.
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THE PAY-OFF OF HIGH LIFT 	 = #
Donald L. Elder
San Jose State University
Lecturer in Aeronautics
This project wa,s to exa ,nine the potential benefits of
further developments in the area of conventional mechanical
high lift aerodynamics for subsonic aircraft. Power augmented
lift was excluded. This topic was suggested by NASA colleagues
V. Corsiglia and Larry Olson.
'The approach taken was to review the literature for the
state of the art in aerodynamic 1-d Rh lift technology, for
ai.rcraf t desiRl optim.I zation with r espect to hir;h lif t and for
trhe econo-ii es o,f aircraft operations with resNec t to the
significance of high lift capabilities and then to draw some
inferences as to the irlprovabiltty potential and the cost/benefit
aspects of advanced high lift performance.
NASA/AMES is a good location to carry out this investigation
bocause of the key research being done here along with the excellent
library/search facilities. Theory, powerful computerized analytical
methods and outstanding research test facilities were found to be
producing excitinr. advances in high lift. 1TASA sponsored studies
by aircraft industry contractors produce excellent independent
assess^ients of the state of
	 the hirrh lift art and its
appropriate applications to the aviation field. Included in this
review were studies by TTASA and contractors of High Perf or-iance.
Single Enuine Airplanes, Applications or Advenced Technnlo7ies to
Small Sf.ort Haul Aircraft, Applications o r ri-h Technolo gies to
Co imercial Advanced Dosigns and High Lift Concepts Selected for
the Energy Efficient Transport Program.
Aerodynamic theory suggests that today's naximum lift and
lift-to- drag ratios could ideally be doubled or -lore. Nearly
half of what can be demonstrated on an experimental basis for
two-dimensional flow is lost when applied to a complete aircraft.
Nevertheless, great advances are bc ling made in increasing two-
d3rmensirjnal high lift. The heretofore unusable region beyond
the onset of win g; flow separation may now becorze part of the
designer's province for tailoring an optimal aircraft design.
Normally unacceptable flying qualities near, at and beyond the
stall have resulted in conservative Federal re-ulations which
effectively prohibit utilization of from thirty to Forty per cent
of the available well behaved upper portion of the presently
demonstrated high lift capability.
A spectrum of aircraft types and operations were exa^iined
which included single en tine high performance personal/business
ai rcra r t, small multi.-en gine execut ve/business a i rcraft, medium
haul 50 -15n passen p.er aircraft, short haul 30 •-60 passeKiger aircraft
and long haul na Jor air carriers. The hi Rh lift needs for each
type were found to be different, especially in e-iphasi s.
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The economic factors are initial cost, direct operatinu cost,
total cost per seat mile, productivity in seat miles per hour per
dollar, utilization potential in revenue miles per day, break even
load factor and the particular market being addressed. Implicit
herein is the extremely powerful factor of over increasing prices
of petroleum fuels for which in the foreseeable future there is
no alternative.
The typical flight profile may be divided into several essent-
ially independent segments with respect to the aircraft's high
lift configurations: take-off ground roll, take-off clieb to olear
an obstacle, second segment take-off climb w1th one enrr .ine inoper-
ative, clean climb to cruising alti tlide, cruising flight, descent,
landin g; approach and touchdown, landing, ground roll and alternat-
ively, climb following, an aborted landing. Each of the foregoing,
under some circumstances, can be a limiting; condition with respect
to aircraft utility depending on factors such as field length, alt-
itude, temperature, aircraft desirrn characteristics such as power
to weight ratio and the wine; design, and, nut the least, t:le
constraining; influence of Federal Aviation Regulations for insuring
safe flight.
Aircraft lift and drag are proportional to the wing size and
the airspeed squared. The constants of proportionality for lift
and drag are CL and CD , varying with the annular attitude of the
flight. Maximum lift at C Lmax would provide the lowest landing
or take-off speeds and distances. Climbing performance is aost
strongly related to the lift to drag ratio L/D. Best range is
obtained wutn the product of the speed times the lift to drag ratio
is a ^laximuri (VxL/d)max (for jets) . Sophisticated aircraft designs
-irty provide a different hirrh lift configuration for each segment
of f11 ;'tit.
Pay-off potentials for a five per carat i ­iprovem.ent- i4hi91-1
lift for a flight segment limited jet transport can typically be
a 'twenty per cent increase in payload at take-off, a forty-five
por cent increase in useful load in second segment clirab and a .
fifty per cent increase in payload when landin g; weight limited.
Spectacular! however, it was found that whereas most aircraft
specifications/designs call for maximal high lift capabilities,
most aircraft operations are not constrained by high lift
limitations. It would appear that if all existing aircraft were
t(- surfer a five per cent reduction in their hi gh lift capabilities
the economic impact might go almost unnoticed. What then is driving
h1g,h lift research and development? Amon,, other factors aircraft
are being inefficiently used on short hauls for which their con-
fi.gurations are not appropriate and the airlines are losing; money,
but deregAlati,on will result in demands for the service being
-iet by t eo lmologically and econoiically appropriate new aircraft.
Low initial cost, energy effic'_ ,•ncy and user acceptance
appear to be the most reliable measures of value. Higher lift at
cruise speeds permits smaller, lighter cheaper wings if landing
and to;te-off speeds and rates of climb can be net. Host of the
new aircraft still on the sketch pads will have smaller more .slender
and straigl.ter wings de^ianding all the increased, high lift per-
formance that can be obtained. The figure on the next page shows
a plan view comparison o1' the potential dramatic reduction arising
size for a 30 passenger transport with advanced high lift.
I
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;y.I	 Some nay-offs predicted for new aircraft applications of the
best of today's state of the high lift art are:
nigh Speed Single Enaine - 50% increases in cruise speed
and range if CLmax`- 3,0
Short Haul Transport 	 -- 18% lower price
(see figure below)	 -- 24t less operating cost
-- 31% less fuel
Energy Efficient	 -- 18 of less drag (CLrtax- 3.0. could
Transport	 -- 10 less fuel
use 5-0)
While very large improvements are obtainable with today's
best high lift technology, much more can be expected. The tradition-
al two dimensional approach to high lift development should soon
give way to full three-dimensional viscous flow high lif ; invest-
igations made possible by the massive computer analysis and
corresponding experimental data processing capabilities now in
existence and being developed. Complete 3-D high lift optimization
will, for example, result in a smooth sparwise blendin g; of wing
high lift devises,( flaps, •lodified leading edges, etc.) in contrast
with today's all too typical usage of highly optimized two-dimens-
ional airfoils chopped into extremely inefficient short spanwise
segnents having large lossy gaps between.
In summary, the rate of pror*rc.sss in high lift technology is
high with improvements of 50% ra;zge over current operational use,
economically attractive new familieF, of aircraft have been ident-
ified in several thorough preliminary design study programs all
of which show large benefits from improved high lift.
'No areas of possibly useful activity would seem to be:
1. Safe reductions of the presently required stall speed
margins may be feasible through the development of
better stalling behaviour.
2. "All Lifting" wine and tail combinations will require
serious development because of the large potential
gains in high lift.
,y.
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Computer Modeling Nucleotide Base and Base Pair
Interactions with Amino Acids and Peptides
John S. Garavelli
Plant Sciences Department
Texas A & M University
This investigation was undertaken at the Extraterrestrial
Research Division, NASA Ames Research Center, as a part of
ongoing research into the origin and distribution of life and
life-related chemistry in the universe. To achieve an
explanation of the origin of the genetic apparatus of terrestrial
life it will be necessary to understand the geometrics and
energetics of the interactions between nucleic
	 acids	 and
proteins. Nucleic acids must rely on protein enzymes to
replicate, and in order to synthesize proteins, nucleic acids
must be transcribed and translated by molecular complexes
consisting of both nucleic acid and protein components. The
origin of such an intimately interconnected genetic apparatus may
be explained through the study of the evolution of hypercyclic
systems 1 but such an explanation will require a more complete
description of the chemistry of the interacting components than
is currently available.
An additional reason for undertaking this study is that
recent advances in biotechnology have been absolutely dependent
on the still fragmentary knowledge of the genetic apparatus and a
more detailed understanding of the structure and mechanisms of
this apparatus will be crucial for further advances. Some of the
processes which have begun to be commercially exploited and which
involve the interaction of nucleic acids and proteins are DNA
replication, DNA packaging, RNA transcription, RNA processing,
tRNA charging, and protein synthesis.
This research project consists entirely of computer model
simulations of interacting nucleic acid and protein components
which are created, manipulated and analyzed with AIMS, the Ames
Interactive Molecular Modelling System. The work has progressed
in five phases. The first phase consisted of correcting and
reanalyzing the molecular structure data base. The available
libraries of molecular models included nucleotide bases and amino
acid side chains but these models contained systematic errors
which were detected when preliminary energy calculations produced
inconsistent results. The molecular geometries of these models
were corrected to conform with the work of Arnott and
Hukins 2,3 and to maintain a uniform set of hydrogen atom bonding
distances 4 . Partial charge distributions for molecules with
corrected geometries were reassigned with a Program which
calculated molecular orbitals using the MO-CNDO
	
(Molecular
Orbital by Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap) approach 5 .
=i
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The second phase of the project consisted of developing a
procedure for constructing hydrogen bonded molecular assemblies
from the corrected molecular models. The procedure which was
adopted employs the addition of phantom atoms at optimal hydrogen
bonding distances and directions from potential hydrogen donating
groups. One, two or three hydrogen bonds can then be formed
between two molecules by superimposing the desired phantom atoms
of one molecule on hydrogen accepting atoms of another molecule
using a series of routines available in the MOLECULE program of
AIMS. Two, one or no degrees of freedom, respectively, remain to
be determined either by assignment or by minimization of
non-bonded interaction energies.
In the third phase a library of hydrogen bonded molecular
assemblies was produced. The molecular assemblies consist of
either amino acid side chains or short segments of polypeptide
backbone which are hydrogen bonded to either single nucleotide
bases or base pairs already hydrogen bonded in the Watson-Crick
scheme G .
The intermolecular energy of each of these molecular
assemblies was calculated in the fourth phase of the project.
This was done with a routine available in MOLECULE which
calculated the separate energy contributions of electrostatic,
non-bonded, hydrogen bonded and torsional interaction,
empirically derived by Scheraga 7 . At this point it became
evident that some of the assumptions about the various energy
contributions might be unrealistic and that more work would be
necessary to delineate clearly which potential energy terms must
be improved and which terms might be neglected.
A fifth phase of the project involved initiation of the
development of a routine to display graphically the results of
intra- and intermolecular energy calculations. 	 This routine
which produces a plot similar to those introduced by
Ramachandran 8 will be incorporated into the MOLECULE program.
The table of energy values produced by this routine can also be
used i*n information theory calculations of the apparent
restricted conformation range of flexible molecules and molecular
assemblies 9 .
8	
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PACER {MSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
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ArQu y W, Hoadleg
Assoc, Prof, Wostern M1ch'dan UniY,
The Paoor IDskrum g nt4tiuos s y stem, when com pleteJ p will dtsP109
py ecise values of mvQh number, altitude, and airaPv pd to the pilot
and/or flish[ test wUstAeo p Vhile Paci0z an nircraft uodardninst
f11sht testin g , Prp went, r$ouirements call for the first unit t0 be
instol1ed in an F~104 8ivPlano^ The guotom will %ivB the operator
the nbilit y to freeze the dis p la y for cluso obs p rvation and to
seleut cm,roKud or Vnnovreated dis p la y doka ^	
PruParod 23~#UG-82 bu
^
o'
~
^ «
,
`
~
The hardware will consist of a two board com p uter sVmtem ° One
of the boards Pr*ooUtlV under dewion at NASA holds the
wicro pp occessur (CPU), arithmetic ProvesSe y (A p U}x volatile and non
volatile NoNoro: and snrtul and parall p l in p ut/out p ut (I/O) Ports,
The remainin g board in the Pacer s y stem will interface with two
Garrett p 'eosUre transducers and the dis p la y unit, Provisions will
also be made to interface with a fliaht date recorder and/or a
p rinter~ The diS*laV under pyg seot consideration is a Iimuid
cr y stal dis p law consistin g of two lines of fort y
 charactg rp each^
ThrouOho/|t the entire desi g n, the broader arp licatinDs of the
hardware and software have been of hiah p rioritx, The main sxstem
board contains the Puwe p and fleKibilit y neoossar y in almost all the
on board com p uter a pp lication y ^ The dis p l0: unit py oNiSes to be a
Ve py flexible means of p resenti0 g information in a host of projects,
For these reasons, the software written t0 drive the dis p la y , %/O
Ports y
 and the a p ithwottu Processor has been wrltton us a set of
U p Per level commands to be used bx an assuN61 y lan g ua g e promrammer+
, To date	 the hardware and software have been developing
simVIteneousl y ,	 The main thrust of this fellowshi p has been the
doVml0vment n y the software necessar y to utilize the arithmetic
p roces$or and drive	 the dis p lc y o	 The	 result of this work has beer,
the a poatino of a not of macros and subroutines that ma y
 be called
from an assemblu lan g uade Pro g ram to Perform math functions similar !
to	 thono found on a scientific calculator, 	 A manual
	
entitlod	 'APU
(8231)	 FUNCTIONS MANUAL ,13-AU g -82 A.W,	 Hnadlcy '	 has been Prepared ^
documentin g the software written s p ecifically	 for	 the APU and the
CPU bein; used on the main s y stem board *
	(the table of contents of y
this
	
meD`/ol	 is	 i|)uluded
	 in the a p PendiX,)	 The	 Pro g rams can be	 used
^ with no furthem modifications usin g the 8085 cross assembler on the
` PDP	 11/34 ^	Included also	 in this document is
	
an example
^ a pp lications Prooram	 (PACER6,8RC),	 which is the p ro g raN written to
;
'
pepforN the calculations
	 roouired b y the p ac p r Praject,
^ The p acer Pru g ram starts with two 20 hit io put data words from
^ the p rossure transducers roPreoentiD g the measured total and static
^ pressVres^	 The calibrations are then applied to the
	 in p Vts usin g a
' poIuo0mial S01utio0.	 This solution is accom p lished b y calling the
POLY,	 function written for the APU,	 Next the p ressurg	ratio isu
co lculKed usin g the 010function to	 e y	 the division *	As the
Pro g ram continues the mach number is corrected usin g
 the table
lookup and inter p olation function	 (LOKUP0.
	 This function looks u p I
a s p ecific	 inde p endent variable value in a tabJe and returns to the
*
-,
caIt., /\lations continue 10 th{S miDner WDtt1 the yaIuos uf mach
[NNbz^r y	altitudex	 ood air esPood a p c^ co) cU] ate d ^	These Vv.1ues	 are
then c0nue p tod to ASCII forNct VGirt g the D0140ER fUMatioD oDd then
A5 described above the PACER6 ^ SRC PrU^jraN	 g%teDsl*a use
Of	 the m;lc p Vs	 and	 weitUti?o	 Y0 p	the APU	 and CPU,.
^	 ThRsG functions can	 bci usod to solve	 gRUiltions
~	 poouired b y fUtVrm	 usi/)U the APU @|1d r p O	 0Vs FliVinst this
^ work	 futul,e apPl1catinMs°
^	
.
P"ach function	 in the m^nual	 is d^^L p ihed	 in thn	 ^fn1IQ^Ul
form@t^
	
'
NAME^
^	 .
L^^UP°	 '	 UP'1^OP2'DP^,OP4,DP^^OP6xOP7 	
^
. 
SYNOPSIS^
|	 The table
	
lookuv fVDt, tioU	 will
	
svw y ch	 m	 e:' iv g l. 1	 tM.1le	 to
~	 find thu.	valuom to the rtiVen	 inde p endent variable~
Linear
	
inter p olation	 is,	 th(i.-n uSed to f j ,1d the d^^ip*d
ro,'u%t^
 DESCRIPTJOH^
?hc+.,
 o p e p and !." Jrm dC-fiDvd a 	 -f 011ows14
0P1	 address of	 vari;4ble to b^ found in table
0P2	 sddress of fi p St inder-endent variahl g Y&lue
	 .
in table
0P3 = rddress of first de p endent var j nble Value
in	 ^able
0P4	 number 	 of values of the i[/d pp endent Y^riab1os
PrnVtd*d ln the table
0,p 5	 ^,,,ddresg
	 of	 a	 scratch memor y arei,	(16	 bVtes) 
0P6 = ^,ddnuSs where the	 will jum p
 -if
	
the number
stored at addre y o OP1 iw	 of the values
p rovtdeJ	 in the tablet 
OP7	 thw address where the result will 	 be stored
BeforCv	usioS' the LOKUP+
	 furicti0n	 the usor must ertablish
the	 table of values	 the fo1low.in_q	form'-At,
OP4^	 EOU	 xxH 	 !
0 p 21	 DW	 xXXxH,y^4yH
	 (see ENTER.)
| 
	
^
|
0P3	 DW	 xXXXH,yy4^uH	 (see ENTER,)
!
^
NOTF^	 The above El y-ours of data need
to he
	 in ascendio^i	 order.
RESULTS^
IWO
The
	 re^iults are
	 stored at addrost.
	OP7^ 
^^^^^^^	
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Measuring Pilot Workload in a Moving -Base Sim►alator
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
Barry H. Kantowitz	 OF POOR QUALITY
Purdue University
Professor of Psychological Sciences and Indu±;trial Engineering
There are three major techniques for measuring pilot workload:
subjective	 meaurement,	 objective	 measurement,	 and	 physiological
measurement. The greatest success has been obtained with subjective
ratings where pilots are asked to complete assorted rating scales after a
flight. However, there is no rigorous theoretical framework to explain what
such ratingz-, mean, except perhaps for mathematical scaling models that
contain no axioms related to the content area of workload evaluation. Since
it is well-known that pilots (and other humans) cannot provide
introspective reports with complete accuracy, it is essential to validate
these rating data with objective procedures. So far, researchers have not
been able to obtain systematic workload effects based upon objective
measures of behavior.
I believe that substantial advances in human -Factors will come about
only when theory from basic research is combined with practical problems
(Kantowitz, 1981). Objective measurement of pilot workload is a sufficiently
difficult and challenging problem to serve as a test bed for application of
theory to a practical problem where most investigators have been unable to
find good answers. I cami4 to NASA-Ames this summer to (1)put my money where
my mouth is and try to solve an important practical problem by approaching
it from a theoretical perspective, and (2) get my hands on a GAT flight
simulator, a piece of equipment not available to me at Purdue.
Despite the valiant efforts of my NASA colleague Sandra Hart who had
been sending in work orders since last Februrary, the GAT simulator was not
tlying when 1 arrived at the negir
flying properly, we discovered that
analog data from the GAT needed
checking calibration, and adding a
consumed almost five weeks. I used i
program to control and record the se
as an objective measure of workloac
project had quit leaving the grog
programmer. Another week was spent v
By now I was almost as good a pr
student days. To further polish my c
EE bii,'televised at Ames; this was
of my summer. I am grateful to the
televised course.
nxng of the summer. unce the uRi was
the signal conditioner used to record
work. Making the necessary repairs,
four-position switch to the GAT yoke
wo of these weeks to write a computer
condary reaction-time task I would use
since the programmer assigned to the
p temporarily without a professional
riting a complex data analysis program.
ogrammer as I was during my graduate
ormmant programming skills I sat in on
most useful and an unanticipated bonus
co-ordinators for informing me of this
At long last the day of reckoning arrived: We tested our first
experimental subject. The reaction time data were exactly what the theory
predicted. Alas, the GAT signal conditioner became unplugged during the
experiment and so these data had to be discarded because it is essential to
record both primary and secondary task performance. As of this writing,
the experiment is in full swing and data collection will be completed the
day I leave (if all subjects show up as scheduled and the equipment keeps
on running). Tentative results (see figure) give grounds for cautious
optimism. It appears possible to provide an objective measure of pilot
workload. However, firm conclusions need await the complete data analyses
.o be performed at Purdue. Additional worky such as expanding the GAT
-light scenarios and analyzing the micro-structure and instantaneous
,4arkload, could be done next summer.
Experimental research with human subjects is always frustrating, and
n this regard despite its superior equipment and technical support
'acilitiesp Amols is very much like a university. Things always take longer
:han you plan. Although the chance to use special equipment was what
wrought me to Ames, there were many other benefits gained. Discussions with
Sandra Hart and members of her group taught me a great deal about aviation
and the problems pilots face. Professors Dan Weintraub and Earl Weiner were
3fisting Ames and we had many helpful conversations about my project. The
4ednesday evening lectures were uniformly of high quality; this was the
First time in years that I have paid attention to events outside my own
liscipline and the effort was well worth it. When I return to Purdue I
shall try harder to attend lectures outside psychology and industrial
engineering. All in ally the summer was challenUing and exciting. It
allowed me to discover a new area with interesting problems that are
related to my own. theoretical interests in human attention and information
processing.
Reference
Kantowitz,, B.H. Interfacing engineering psychology and human information
processing. In W. Howell & E. Fleishman (Eds.). Human performance and
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Implicit Model Following as applied
to the Forward Swept Wing.
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Assistant Professor of Engineering
The purpose of the project I worked on this summer was
to repeat the work done by Grumman on the control law design
of the Forward Swept Wing.
The Forward Swept Wing is a control configured vehicle,
which has some unstable modes. For this reason, a proper
and robust controller is essential. Grumman used the method
of discrete implicit model following to produce their gains
for the control laws. Also, they added an integrator in the
forward loop to make the system type one. An algorithm was
then used on the gains so that the output of the forward loop
integrator, an unobservable state, was not fed back.
The first step of the project was to develope the
command augmented state equations (in general form) for,
the model to be followed and the aircraft. This was done
for the longitudinal up and away mode. The model state
equations were derived from a transfer function of.^he model
taken from a technical report published by Grumman:
The aircraft state equations were derived partially from
the output of a linearization program developed by Joseph
Gera of NASA, Dryden, and partially from augmenting on
terms representing actuators and a forward loop integrator.
Afterwards, both sets of equations were augmented by an
equation representing the form of the pilot input. Since
the controller was for a digital fly by wire system, the
equations were then discretized.
The second step of the project was to develop an
algorithT to solve the discrete implicit model following
problem.	 This was done by transforming the discrete
implicit model following problem to the discrete linear
regulator problem without cross product terms in the
performance index; which was done by using two transforma-
tions. Then, the steady state solution to the discrete
linear regulator pro p em was obtained using an algorithm
developed by Vaughan: 	 The result was improved using the
oracles routines. Then, transforming back the results, the
discrete control law gains were obtained.
The third step of the project was to develop an
algorithm that would take the gains resulting from the
solution of the discrete implicit model following problem.
Gains that included the output of the forward loop integrator.
To gains that did not include the output of the forward
loop integrator, but did include the values of the other states
s^
at that time instant and the previous one. A similiar
algorithm For the continuous case was developed by Anderson
and Moore.
The fourth step of the project was to write a program
that given the augmented state equations for the model
and aircraft, the relationship between the two sets of states,
and the desired performance index, it would descretize the
system, solve the discrete implicit model following problem,
and transform the resulting gains as mentioned above.
The following still needs to be completed: Derivation
of the augmented model and aircraft state equations and
their resulting control laws, for the other modes of the
aircraft; Investigation of the capabilities and limitations
of discrete implicit model following as a design methodology.
Both of which can be very much aided by the program developed
this summer.
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'111t project begall ill coliferetica with Dr. M, u&4 rend Nx. ,7oAnn Will,ianmR.	 A
camplitar	 li.telrAt l ► re nesa+roll (Me tlle#r;l At SUNY) by the,. life sci.encas t.osearch
librarian gtavtj 56 petrti,tinnt abstracts.	 The key fiord, worn: rat, hybri.douia,
monoclonal antibodies, calvatria, oviLeoblrasta, oelteocl^.tnts.
The study re solvad into tttr(m phanc%4:
	
(a) prcWuetioll of hybri.doll ►urr to yield
illotime mollo p lonal ah tibodie $ agg i, ►1'.1 t: rAt bone Gall s; 	(b) nepuralttioh of the
bona cello into aubpopullttious; (G) Isolation and charzacterizAtion of callulal
Ahtigetin from the mubpopulationn.
^.	 ^i^ln+ati].c^ntll	 rintal>l`^e1i19
Three: Glo tins wares sough t: (tr) a abint botiot cells, (la) apiunt a glycoprotatui
surface an t igen whigh biticlti to both Con-A rand Lentil le►ction, 	(c) Apillst a't
r,,*_lycoprotai n which bind- to Pett-owt; ldrat?n a nd Soylivmu	 The procedum
follo:l,ed that of Kohli;iw noo Mi,litt, i ,n.	 (1)
Threan t	 VI/c miei ij" , o i,njooto(l i,'i. aatt:ll h ^, 10 7 hobo, q-11m.
	
Thft botm can'lln
ha(l	 l)rs-vtoun1v 10-o-ii	 tarowlVIA	 1;r-ill ll :s otl)tW	 )"At.'cal-v;1t:ia	 by, tin	 ^ r ^^1t111 1411liall'1
and I . C.
	 mlil y ll'Aholl,	 lilic,—, v4'4r-	 i ti l .,-vh9tl i.o. with t+ho Con—A s%nd LA-.011
;.lvrcilacottain
	
,lot;	 t` I 1S"t^ +d	 "'01	 tile	 Po'lout	 rritl	 S ew l 'o;' t	 t;l ye^a;,t^^^ho th.	 It*	 t ile	 'l,"'t^.t'"Or
1.+, la	 ewv4	 vl 1	 1.1 1 !	 liy	 !,h	 1 10	 41)	 —I ,	 4 1^Ho t A	 pralf.^9viv ,	ill	 t So	 rl;a;ycl	 liar	 10	 m 	 11.10nt.
lour: (Liv,s rdf't+ir tile, 1,mt; injo tioti-+	 Wv^ mica we re hncrifico(l.	 Clinic semi were
nAv!t.l lnel ks.stvl for the an tiboclio n. 	 A ll tiho(l ims wart`  pvement in the thrim%
4^x^iar ill^t^nt:a •
` u'	 t mica sple itin were rommo mal;
	
solotiorytol,	 vciprlval,c)tl bilt%m n evontod mI1Aen
wl,viht!d and	 ;Il1lnon(L'I.1	 t it	 8t, cuill— 	tee RPM llltulilim.	 Ge:lls	 froill ,ll mouse myeloltl,a
line, 9P2/o wore also ;iltnmm d ^cl i,tl serum-free 1111M.
	
t1!qu al. numbactt of spli.:no-
cytelH anO my6loma voll s we v- mixo(l tatl rl pall o ted tC1 ;fltlu , r; at 2OOg x 1v min. Tho
snpernattlllt mv;	 dtocar°clt2tl.
one; ml pt; 50% PUG (polyethyl,0 11 ► glycol) mol A(We.d to t;hii pkillelted c'ells for
one tttin ► th *	 t1t:	 37 00 i,milodi.AiAl1 , follo-oel	 fly	 the	 adcit,tion
	 oil 	1. till	 of	 ;lea>"tltn-.^a`isc
Etl> I for on(% mtnutt-,.	 Atl, ,)thor rnl IJan aclela(l 	 for la m.tntil,e fn1loximl by Sovoll
mil.l. 1 Lterti.	 The emllo rino t;nnt,lyt i)ellettwl doll raauspnnd(c (l	 in 30 till oil
complote Ille(Itum 011'Mp ,	 ettttal	 calf	 ne	 llttt,	 (1t3 ni t i lliil-strtspt^4nycin, 	 gltrttrlrlrlte9, r;
►)yruvAt:e),	 Thin volututa was axkquotetl	 into 3-96well itti.crotit r pluteara tlnCi
iticubaLed overnight at 37 0 r3, 10% 007, humiclifiecl Atmosphere.	 Tito following
morning,	 tha Ilmddium was a.hanged to IlAT wedimm (Ikyl)oxa kith Lim -amino tltG^` itt^
thymicline).	 xh this llvr(Iiullt, f ua ioh3 of myclt+tl►a-splenocytma will grow but SG
not inyeloula-myolown or mple nocyte-spl utiocyte.	 Half of the volume of, the tml(l?ium
lJi10	 rRtIgClYfld	 etticl	 x•epluGed
	 by 	 fill	 c ^14.rri t^v
tol^,lltl^.
f
	
^r'hd{i^l;t^C102,3,5,8, 	
ll.	 IJ,'11{lTr
thet Iftd^ 1.1111	 W AS
	
changed	 to	 111 ^Critl ll"	 tltitl ^	 ^	 efw^trCC	 i1 	 the lJl` l l tt	 w et:l!l y	 i!	 k`"
stamAye (l for anti,b ocly produ ction.	 Th;	 oomitivea well Ponteintm wore t,rtatgfor.rad
to 24 wall,	 1 1111 plratea	 to which had been aelcled keeclev tltytl► t)CyLa , %. t	 x..`^
1	
5
lt.':^
..	 ps ge 2
Th cells in the 24-well pl;et^es were select ively dilutetd in order to isolate
1 s w1nich could 11e^ cloned giv(nk, the dnnired antibodies.
e
g1,1,SA (eanzyma-linked iunaunosorbent asnaRy)
We preferCeal mire t°arhniclne to UA At our AfMaxy for antibody bocaluso it is
1	 leas .expensive and 1nys hazardous. 96 wall utiarotiter plaLea were coated with
either cells or prol ,ein. Cella war ,  dlttded to a,aalls first treated with poly-
lysine. 'They were there fixed with 0. %a gluteraldelyyde a^nO waaihed wito 0.1 N
Glycitm. Protei n wa i trdd0d at, 	 uV,011) in 0  Nallco:^ , j)l1 9.6 and itacubn tedr	
.,2 ter, 37 oC. ,Su^iernalltant ,4 Nrrtn t.ho w-,tllm of t.l ►a fund r.! etas war,': added to Ua
e0a tied wells avd inceihntnO at room tooperature for foul: hours. Th., plate-4 were
waohead in 0.1% drrtergent rend goat	 rat'.Li.b-dy conjugat(:(I with alkaline-
x	 phow)h,ata ► ,se was addnd overeeight at rfarattl tewj),. r,ataira. In tho morning the t)late.s
were waashid nnu fi.11e.4 with aobntrata. PNVP, p-nitronhts yl phogphate( colorless).
If the en;^ynle wa ll prene Pt, teas sub!lw .. t,t rh^tn'o^ , 1 y'al'lr^•r (n-slit ►^ol^l^ :^a^a] ).
CO-owed igeUs wcire:	 unsitaivil inriit;rttiu(,,^ UV I t Lila 101petrnatar ► ts con ta► inod t
ttret anObody I• i c:^lli fir or %L:li.n.
p	 let7	 ^,	 , 1	 »,	 >	 rtean c t	 I. :: 10 7 , 	 ► ,a fa rat iili. kl i,re 2 111 0.^,,, NP-40 (nonide:t) for 10
minutes, 4 C. 'Pelee tubmio were centrifuged 20 min, 3000 rpm and any insoluble
material aigcarded. Tho contents were dialyzed against PUS (phosphate buffered	 }
nxltne^) to remove the deterleltt. The dialysate, was pa s sed through a 11A
Peanut-agaroae: (1111g/l ml ail,ar"no) enit,lnn w i(th e0en 1i wrl,;hed with ir llS. ':sheet 110
fnrth 1w l►rot 'r..0 \ears rslietod poi tlotearrdained by nbsorhancy^ at 280 rim, tht , coltrien
wa g olutad wttlr 0.2 1`t ghlautoxe fol2,ownd, by 0.1 M borate. Protlin was oluted
and val hies'? V-d Qallatctone-plum g l,ycoprotei,n. The experial(-nt was re i)eated
using Soybesan lewctin-agaarosn And Lila same glycoprotein elm's ')btained.
`Ills solution eluted with PUS wash from the above eol.Lwn, was passed throogth
1 ml columns of Con -A agarose and Uantil -Agaaroase. Cacti column warn washed
extensively with PBS and eluted with 0.2 glucose followed by 0.1 borate and
0.2 sucrose. Theme eltltions were pooled and dialyzed and protein concentrations
deterwined. They were labeled glucose-plug
 glycoprotai.h.
The galactose ( * And glucose (+) compounder were passed through, Sephadex G-200,
30 ml columns and aluted with P 11S. Ona peak causes through for galactose (,+).
A major peak cAwo through i5or the glue ;ose'(+) compound and a leaner peak which
wAS n mul'tiplc of tile atlellccular weight far the larger cane..
The proteins were further studied on SDS-NAGS (polyncrylamida gel el.ectro-
phor+esis). Purities were found to be singular and their, molecular weights
deterrai,ned which ,,ere the same eat lmatted from G-200.
111. ' tubpo1xalations of Bone Cells (3)
A. fifteen milliliter solution of 20% fetatl calf :serum, heat denatured at
560
 30 min, atld PBS was prepared. Honer cells were, mixed with teanut lectia
and layered on this eblumn. A huffy layer formed at the top. Afte, r 30 tnih
in the cold .gotnea cells had wank to the Bottom, Most hAd remained in the butf.y
layer. The calls At the bottotl were removed and suspended in 10 m1 of 0.2
galactose in cold for 10 min. They were pelleted lby spinning at 200g x 10 min.
"T'hes'e cells were labelled GAlaactoje(+) cells.
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This experiment was repeated using lentil lcctin. Again cello sank to the
bottom of the FCS-P11S column aCter 30 min in cold. Theft: wera yusoended in
10 ml 0.2 M glucose and centifuged. They were labell-^d glucose (+) cells.
vie .ire currently comparing histochemically the three cell populations:
glucose (+), galactose (+), and glucose -galactose (-t.
We have used our two glycoproteins to immunize mice and are developing
hybridomas to yield specific monoclonal antibodies.
We wish to thank Dr. Adrian Mandel and Ms JoAnn Williams for theLr
cooperation and helps and the administrators of the NASA-ASEE Stanford
University program for permitting me to be a part of this project.
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The Application of Aerostatic Thrust
Bearings in Minimizing External Noise
Generation on the NASA Ames Vestibular
Research Facility
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Lecturer, Aeronautical/Mechanical ^,.Agineering Department
In NASA's space motion sickness research meaningful and valid scientific
measurements must be taken of the inner ear's vestibular system. It is impera-
tive that external noise or vibrations on the test equipment be kept to a mini-
mum. Scientific study done on various specimens' vestibular systems concludes
that external vibrations in the vertical direction must be kept below 500,^g's
(5x10-4
 times gravitational acceleration) between frequencies of zero to 100
cycles per second. Preliminary study on a linear accelerator track apparatus
indicated that an unconventional bearing system would be necessary to keep
vibrations below the 500t4g level. Therefore, the suitability of air bearings
became a necessary research area.
i
Air bearings fall into two primary classifications: fixed orifice and
porous. Vibration measurements were taken on three commercially available
air bearings and in addition to these a series of measurements was taken on
a roller bearing supported system built and operated by M.I.T. As expected
the roller bearings gave vertical accelerations far in excess of the 500/'-g
level. The maximum acceleration had a magnitude of 3.6 mg(3600pg) at 22Hz.
Hard bearings proved to be definitely unsuitable for our purposes but inter-
esting for comparison purposes.
The first of the air bearing systems tested was one in use here at NASA
Ames. A 3-axis coordinate measuring machine built by Brown. & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
uses air bearings to hover between 0.0003 and 0.0006 inches above a granite
-slab. This particular bearing had both single and multiple discrete orifice
arrangements with a system of grooves which distributed the air flow over the
bearing interface. A plot of acceleration as a function of frequency was ob-
tained by doing a Fourier analysis with data from Sundstrand accelerometers.
Although this bearing produced audible noise, the vibration magnitudes measured
in the dynamic made were acceptable as the maximum acceleration was 340/A^g at	 !;
25 Hz.
A porous type thrust bearing system found on a coordinate measuring machine
built by Bendix Corp. was the next type tested. As its name implies, a-porous
bearing consists of a perforated surface resulting from a large number of tiny
orifices, typically 0.1 mm in diameter. This bearing produced no audible noise
and gave vibration levels well below that of the Brown &Sharpe version. The
ORIGINAL PAGE
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peak acceleration was 125^g at 20 Hz. An interesting note to the tests
run on this system is that some damping occurred in the dynamic mode as
the accelerations it produced were smaller in magnitude than in the static
mode.
r.
The final system tested proved to be the most impressive and promising.
A custom air bearing shop, Fox International Inc. allowed us to test a
carriage/monorail setup designed for laser applications. The carriage was
supported by eight circular discrete orifice bearings: 4 on the sled bottom
and two on each side. This particular design had three orifices spaced
120° apart that fed into a channel system. After two dynamic runs the maxi-
mum acceleration was 62 ,Ag at 55 Hz (shown on pg. 3). Therefore, this dis-
crete orifice, minimum film thickness bearing has a maximum vertical accel-
eration half that of the porous type tested. This bearing or a similar ver-
sion of Fox International's appears to be more than satisfactory for our use
on the Vestibular Research Facility linear accelerator.
References
1. Powell, Grassom, 1964, ' Gas 'LOW cated ' Bearifigs, Ch.1,4, pp. 158-161
2. Duckworth, R.A., 1971, '' Gas'Beaiing ' Symposium #18, "An Experimental
Study of Externally Pressurized Steam-Lubricated Bearings."
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My work this summer involved the study of abzoiute stability roalons of
linear multistep formulas in tho solution of the ordinary di fferential equation
;,.	 dy/dx R f[x t y].	 C11
k	 Piy specific aim was to search for explicit linoar multistep formulas having
absolute stability regions that included larger portions of the Imaginary axis
about zerothan those regions of previously known explicit formulas. I conducted
the search within the ordor-classou of formulas for which the order is the carne as
the number of backpoints. Starting at the lower orders, I completed the
Investigation through order three and have the program prepared for the fourth
order search. The Euler explicit formula is the only member of the class of
order one. I will discuss the results for orders two and throe.
The second order class of such explicit formulas have only one free
parameter. If we choose that free parameter to be the coofficient of the
backmost y-value [call it a17, then these formulas can be represented as
follows when applied to equation [1]. [subscripts are given in parentheses]
y(n+1) = [1-a17*y(n) + al*y(n-1) + 0.5*h*C[3+a1]*f(n) + L-I+al3*f(n-1)3
	
C2I
The values of al which alloy stability at h =il are those for which -1 < al < 1.
The stability regions collapse from the circle z = o" 7 - 1 when al = -1, to the
line segment on the imaginary axis between i and -i, when al = 1. This is
sketched in the sequence of illustrations shown below in the h;L
-
plane.
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The third order class of formulas has two free parameters. When these two
parnmoteru are taken to be the coefi'icionts of the two backmost y-value.1 [say
al and a23, then this class of formulas can be represented as follows.
y(n+l) a [1-a1-a23"y(n) + al*y(n-1) +a2*y(n-2) + C1/'123*h*
C[23+5*a1+4"a23*f(n) + [-1G+G*a1+1G*a23*f(n-1) + C5-a1+4*a23*f(n-2)) 	 [33
The values of al and a2 which provide stability at h a 0 are those which
satisfy the following system of linear inequalities.
1 — al > U
1 - a2 > p
1 + al + 2*a2 > 0	 ^:I
The stability regions vary throughout this feasible region, hewevcr, in regard
to the measurement of stability on the imaginary axis, they are little better
than,the second order methods discussed previously. In fact the familiar
third order Adams-Bashforth formula [al = a2 = fdl is very competitive. Typical
stability regions for members of this class are given below.
i
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As mentioned earlier, the programming is ready for the fourth ardor
investigation, however, time did not permit its completion. A couple of other
interesting points were notod , during the summer's work. I will stato the first
as a conjecture.
Conjecture: Let L be an explicit linear k-stop, kth-order formula of the form
K-1
y(n+1 ) = y(n-k-1 ) + h*^ b(i)*f(n-i ),
"re
where k is even. Then the absolute stability region of L is an interval about
zero on the imaginary axis.
Numerical results for k a 1, 2, 3, and 4 have boon eonsi:Aent with this con-
jecture. In addition, a sketch of a proof has also been supportive. I did
not take the time to pursue a careful proof, although the direction to pursue
is evident. This type stability ragion exists for a third order formula also
as we noted in the sketches following the previous paragraph. I did not
attempt a generalization for odd-oraored formulas.
The second point of interest follows from a consideration of the absolute
stability region for the scheme defined by the pair of equations below.**"
Y(n+1) = 11 + z3*y(n)
y(n+1) = 11 + 9*z3*Y(n+l)	 [53
In these equations z is the eigenvalue-stepsize product, and g is an arbitrary
real parameter. The stability polynomial for the scheme above is
p[g,z3 = 1 + C1+93*z + 9*z**2. 	 [63
The following result is established.
Theorems The closure of the absoluto stabil,i•ty region o` the scheme 153
contains the boundary of the absolute stability region of Euler's explicit
formula for S < g < 1.
Proof' The absolute stability boundary of Euler's explicit formula is
z = eo	 I•. Consider pCg,eil 13, where p is taken from [6]. The magnitude of
p[g,o` O = 11 is the magnitude of ' the quantity
g*e + 1 - g.	 E73'
Of interest are those values of ,g for which 173 is contained in the closed unit
disk. Since the unit disk, g* e`° , and 173 are each circular with center on the
real axis, we may reduce our concern to B 0, and it .	 When & = g, [73
reduces to 1 for all g. When G =7r, E73 becomes 1 - 2*9 which is in the closed
unit disk for 0 < g < 1.
*** From oral communication with Harvard Lomax.
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NONLINEAR SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE DISCRETI'l.ED
STEADY-STATE EULER EQUATIONS
Charles W.Schelin
The Euler equations amount to a system of conservation
laws that may be used to describe inviscid fluid flow. Many
numerical schemes have been developed to solve these equations
using time step methods. If one is concerned only with the
steady state solution the iterative steps toward this solution
need not be time accurate. Thus it may be possible to obtain
3	 the steady-state solution more rapidly using nonlinear schemes
whose iterative steps are in some sense independent of time.
Dennis Jespersen of NASA-Ames has successfully applied
Newton's method to the steady-state Euler equations using a
Gauss-Seidel multigrid scheme to solve the linear system for
each Newton step. I began this summer's work trying to speed
up his scheme.
After a few week's work,I was able to reduce the comput-
ing time required on some of the intermediate Newton steps by
iterating only on those nodes where a sufficiently large change
was indicated. Regular Newton steps were still necessary, how
ever, at the beginning and to finally obtain a converged solution.
In the hope that a faster scheme could be developed.-I
spent the remainder of the summer analyzing the nonlinear dif-
ference equations that arise when the steady state Euler equ-
ations are discretized using the flux-vector splitting of
Steger and Warming (1J and the second order one-sided differ-
ences used by Jespersen. These equations are linear combinations
of the generalized flux-split vectors E and F evaluated at grid
point (i,j) and up to eight neighboring points. Letting d,u,v,c
represent density, horizontal and vertical components of velocity,
and local sound speed, respectively, one finds that the vectors
E = (e1,e2,e3,e4), and F=(fl,f2,f3,f4),
satisfy
el = d*(.8*wl + w2)
e2 = u*el + d*c*w3
'1 0 = v*e l
e4 = u*e2 + v*e3 - .5*e1*(u**2 + v**2) + 2.5*w2*d*c**2
fl = d*(.8*zl + z2)
f2 = u*fl
B - v*fl + d*c*z3
f4 - u*f2 + v*f3 -.5*fl*(u**2 + v**2) + 2.5*z2*d*c**2
'f
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where
wl = (u +/-abs(u))/2
w2 = u +/-(abs(u-l-c) + abs(u-00/2
w3 = c +/-(abs(u+e) - abs(u-c))/2
and zl,z2,z3 are obtained from wl,w2,w3 by replacing u with v.
Using these ,properties, I considered a point Gauss-Seidel solution
scheme.
+ A point Gauss-Seidel scheme amounts to so^.ving for the var-
iables d ; u,v,c at point (i,j) using the latest values of these
variables at neighboring points. Such a scheme thus requires. sol-
ving a nonlinear system of the form
r
gl(d,u,v,c) = bl
g2(d,u,v,c) = b2	 !
g3(d,u.v,c) = b3
g4(d,u,v,c) = b4
at each grid point. Taking T = d*c, if bl > 0 and b4*bl > .5*(b2**2
+ b3**2), I have shown that this system has a solution. When u.< c
one finds
1
v = b3/(2*X'*T + bl)
u = b2/(2*Y'*T + bl)
c = .8*(Y'*abs(u) + X'*abs(v))*T/(bi - 2*(X'+Y'))
where X' and Y' are derivatives of the coordinate transformation
and T must satisfy g(T) = 0, where
g(T) = 5*(X'+Y')*T*c**2 - b4 + b3*v , +, b2*u - .5*(b2**2 + b3**2).
In'the supersonic case the formulas for u,and c are more
complicated, specifically
u = (bl*b2**2-(1.6*X'*Y'*abs(b3)+4*b2*X'**2)*T**2)/h,
where
h = (2*X'*T+bl)*((5.6*Y'*T)**2-2*X'*bl*T+bl**2),
and
C = (b2-bl*u)/(2*Y'*T).
In this case, g(T) is altered by replacing 5*(X'+Y')*T*c**2 with
5*(X'*c+Y'*u)*T*c. If T' is selected so that u = c, and if g(T') < 0
then the system admits a unique solution T in the interval (T',R)
where u < c and R - bl/(2*(X'+Y')). If g(T') > 0, the system has a
solution in the interval (0,T') where u > c, but none with u > c.
A
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I have written a FORTRAN code for this scheme which I am
taking back with me to Ulf-LaCrosse for further refinement. Thanks
to Dennis Jespersen and the other fine people at NASA-Ames this
summer's experience has opened an exciting area of research to
me. With continued work I hope to obtain results that are worth-
while computationally.
REFERENCES
1. Steger,J.L. and Warming,
 R.F. Flux Vector Splitting of the Inviscid
Gasdynamics Equations with Finite-Difference Methods,J.Comp.Phys-
ics,v.40,pp.263,293(1981).
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Dept. of Mathematics, University of Chicago
This project eonc!rned the computer modelling of a viscous incompressible
fluid flowing past a circular cylinder. The flow is assumed to have constant
velocity at infinity. The problem reduces to that of a two--dimensional flow
past a disk.
Properties of the flow are determined by the Reynolds' number, which is
defined to be
where U^,is the speed at infinity,	 is the diameter of the cylinder, and
1 9 is the viscosity. The velocity vector 	 of the flow satisfies the Navier-
Stokes equations:
vu
V , ^., ._.. (0
where I) is the pressure. A computer program to solve these equations numerically
has been developed by Unmeel B. Mehta of NASA-Ames [1]. A listing of his program
may be found in [4].
There is a critical Reynolds' number R  such that for R < R O , the
flow eventually converges to a steady-state flow. The flow is stable, meaning
that any small perturbation quickly dies away. When R> R O , the flow becomes
unsteady, with eddies constantly forming and being carried downstream. It has
been experimentally determined [3] that R  = 48 + 1. The generally accepted
explanation for this is through a bifurcation of the solution t-6 the Navier-
Stokes equations. There is, presumably, a steady-state solution for R ` RO
but it is unstable.
4
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Tfy project, suggested by Murray Tobak of NASA-Ames, was to obtain some
numerictkl evidence for this explanation through computer simulations. The
Navler-Stokes equations, written in terms of the vorticity tP, are:
V'f r
The :linearized equations axe:
This `Leads to the cigenvalue problem:	 f .(; .. j 17'^ I ji^, X	 f i^ ^" 1 l ^^p
Using values for 4'' obtained from Unmeel Mchta" s program, it is possible to
solve fo g: the eigenvalues A on a computer. If R <; 48, the eigenvalues should
have negative real part. If R is close to 48, there should be a pair of
eigenvalucs
a	 +	 U i ,	 ( a, b	 real)
Where	 a	 is close to zero.	 Then	 b	 will be related to the experimentally
observed frequency
	 (see [3]) at which the unstead y
 solution oscillates.
I used a 128 x 84 grid on an annu lus, so the ma trix to be diagonalized is
10584 by 10584.	 I have prepared a compu ter program to do this u s ing the
following strategy:	 By reducing to a coarser grid, say
	 32 x 24 ,	 it is
practical to use the	 QR	 algorithm to compute all of the eigenvalues an d
corresponding cigenvectors.
	 '.1.'he only cigenvalues of interest ar e the ones with
real parts near zero.	 The accuracy of these can be improved by going bads to
a finer grid and using an iterative method such as the Wielandt method (see [21).
Preliminary results indicate that this strategy is feasible, but so far
numerical instabilities have prevented getting results accurate enough to
compare with experiment.
	 I Hope to be able to complete the project next summer.
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Numerical Calculations of Magnetic
Braking in Protostellar Clouds
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 E. Howard Scott
or PooR QUALITY
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario
Assistant Professor of Physics
I have made considerable progress in the effort to model magnetic braking
in protostellar clouds. I have adapted the 3D numerical hydrodynamic computer
code of Tohline (1978) to include the effects of magnetic fields.
I had earlier modelled magnetic clouds in 2D using a vector potential
representation of the magnetic field. This commonly used method is not appli-
cable to non-ax'isymmetric field geometries, so that another approach had to be
devised. This method, called the "'FLUX" method, relies oil 	 principle of
conservation of magnetic flux through any surface comoving with the conducting
fluid. Individual fluxes through elemental areas defined in each computational
cell are used to represent the field. The advantage of FLUX is that it is very
similar to the "donor-cell" method of the Tohline code for transport of the
various physical quantities such as mass density, momentum density, etc., and
thus is well adapted for inclusion in this code.
FLUX had earlier been tested in a 2D version and proved satisfactory. This
summer FLUX was used in a 3D version, which required much more complicated coding,
thus requiring extensive "debugging." The aim was to reproduce an earlier 2D
simulation , of a collapsing magnetic cloud. This provides i ,-, crucial test which
the 3D code most pass in order for any later results to be trusted.
The accompanying graph shows the results of this test run. Shown is the
run of central magnetic field strength versus central gas density during the
collapse of an initially uniform, spherical gas cloud. The eNolution follows !/
an irregular early course followed by a steady collapse with central 4c S centrat
(This behavior is described in detail in Scott and Black (1980)).
	
The solid
line shows the earlier data derived from the 2 D simulation. The "X's"" are data
points from current 3D simulation, also starting from an initially uniform
spherical cloud. As can be seen, the 3D data are almost identical to the 2D
data. finlike the 2D code, the 3D one is not constrained to remain axisymmetric.
However, over the whole ev?6ution, no spurious non-axisymmetry developed to
better than one part in 10 using a measure that is essentially (®Q ^ation
non-axisymmetric. Because we are interested in precisely the detailed 
history of the clouds this excellent performance oil 	 test case is very
encouraging.
(laving successfully reproduced
ready to be used to attack problems
particular magnetic braking of the
earlier 2D simulations,
with both rotation and
protostellar clouds.
the 3D code is now
magnetic fields, in
References
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2. Tohline, J.E., 1978. PhD Thesis, Univ. of Calif., Santa Cruz.
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-INVISCID TRANSONIC FLOW: INVESTIGATION OF NONUNIQUENESS AND
INCORPORATION OF CONVECTING VORTICES
Final Report - Abstract
1982 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program-NASA-Ames
Op.iGiNAi- p.AG E:
	
.John Stei nhuff
OF POOR QUALITY	 ' University 'of Tennessee
Space Institute
Tullahoma, TN 37388
During the course of the program, two topics related to inviscid
transonic •'flow were investigated. The first involved determining the
possible existence of limit cycles, in unsteady potential solutions.and
the existence-of multiple steady. Euler solutions for two dimensional 	 .
transonic flow over airfoils. The second topic 	 the inclusion
of convecting vortices in three dimensional transonic potential flow.
In the first investigation, -computer runs were first made with an
unsteady small disturbance computer code, LTRAN2, developed by Peter
.Goorjian and William Ballhaus •of.NASA-Ames!' ) These runs were made to in-
vestigate the time-dependent behaviour of solutions for flow similar to
that in which multiple steady solutions were found •. (2) The steady solutions,
for symmetric airfoils at.zero angle of attack, consisted of a symmetric
zero lift one and two mirror-image non-symmetric . lifting ones. The first
study showed that the symmetric solution was the unstable one. Fig.1 .
shows how lift increases with non-dimensional time after a small transient,
for one quarter time period; perturbed the initial., symmetric flow. This
result has implications for transonic buffetting where the physical flow
does not reach a steady state but.continues to oscillate. Our results in-
dicate that if due to boundary layer-or other physical effects, the non-
symetric solutions are unstable, then the entire flow will be unstable.
The time units in the figure, correspond to one period- (observed experi-
mentally) for buffetting for a similar airfoil. The slow growth of the
computed instability compared. to the physical phenomenon indicates that
another physical effect not included in the calculation,such as boundary
1 ORIGINAL PAGE 69
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layer growth, may be-responsible for the observed rapid oscillations.
Also, self - sustained oscillations were not seen in the computed re-
sults and the unsymmetric solutions appeared •"to be stable, futher in-
dicating importance of other effects such as boundary layer growth in
buffetting.
A second part of this study involved the steady Euler equations.
A series of computer runs was made using a two-dimensional Euler Equation
solver developed by Thomas Pulliam and Joseph Stegert 3) to determine
whether non-unique solutions exist for the Euler equations. A systematic
method for investigating'this question involves determining the amount of
lift induced by a small angle of attack as a function of • Mach number.
Results in'Ref. 2 -indicate that this quantity' becomes singular at the
bifurcation point where multiple' solutions- appear. Preliminary results
indicate , that, for Euler solutions, this quantity :'is not -singular, at
'least until Mach numbers are reached . for which the code fails to converge.
This convegence failure may indicate lift divergence. Further investigation
of th'i s' question is requi red.
The second main topic 'involved ' embedding a convected vortex in a
three-dimensional rapidly converging potential flow code (4) The test case
computed• involved  convection of * a line vortex past a wing,-where a weak
shock was induced. The rapid. convergence of'the*code was not affected by
the presence of the vortex.
REFERENCES
L . W. F. Ballhaus and P..& Gooriian, "Implicit Finite - Difference
Computations of Unsteady Transonic Flows About Airfoils, AIAA
Journal Vol.'15, Dec. 1977, pp. 1728-1735.
2. J. Steinhbff and A. Jameson, "Multiple Solutions of the Transonic
Potential Flow Equation," AIAA Paper 81-1019, AIAA 5th Computational
Fluid Dynamics Conference, Palo Alto, Ca., June, 1981.
3. T. H. Pulliam and J. L. Steger, "On Implicit Finite-Difference Simulations
of Three Dimensional Flow," AIAA Journal Vol. 18, Feb. 1980,-pp. 159-167.
4. J. Steinhoff, "The Treatment of Convected Vortices in Compressible Potential
Flow," University of Tennessee Space Institute Report, 1982.
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ISOTOPIC RATIOS IN SPACE DUST AND ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS
Allen B. Tucker
Physics Department
San Jose State University
At MIeV energies, individual nuclei can be counted and the size
of the pulse produced is a measure of the nuclear charge. Thus mass
spectrometry with nuclear particle accelerators is capable of very
high sensitivity (assays at 10"12 - 10-15 ratios of desired-to-
background isotopes have been reported) with small samples (about
10 atoms are needed in a sample for a measurement with 1^o counting
statistics), This summer I have done preliminary work on application_
of this new technique to two NASA/Ames research programs.
First is analysis of "space dust". As it moves about the sun,
the earth sweeps up interplanetary dust. In contrast to meteors,
small particles (about; 10 macrons) can radiate the energy associated
with their cosmic velocities rapidly enough to survive the capture
essentially unaltered. Collected in the stratosphere on U-.2 air-
craft with minimum terrestrial contamination, they are a record
of the composition of the early solar system. T am developing a
proposal for isotopic analysis of selected light elements at the
new NSF-U. of Arizona accelerator mass spectrometry facility. A
preliminary test of ion source output from a 20 mg sample of the
Murchison meteorite was conducted in August. Beams of 10 11 parti-
cles per second of the abundant stable isotopes were produced.
A second application is measurement of cosmogenic Be-10. Radio-
active Be •-7 and Be-10 are produced. in the stratos phere by cosmic
rays and adsorbed on aerosol particles. With half life of 53 days,
Be--7 activity can be counted by conventional gamma-ray spectroscopy.
The 1.6 s 106 yr half life of Be--10 makes decay counting impractical.
However the Be--10 inventory in samples of the size collected by
r}
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the U-2 aircraft can readily be counted by accelerator )Hass spectro-
metry. Since the short-lived Bc--7 activity will tend c>M., onentially
tovlard saturation (decay rate equal to production rate), ratios
of Be-7/Be--10 would be a measure of stratospheric residence times
for the air masses sampled. The nevi NSF-U. of Arizona facility
has not yet measured Be-10. However labs at U. of Pennsylvania,
Orsay, and ETH Zurich (with which T have contact) have experience
with this isotope. A proposal for Be--10 counting of aerosol samples
is being written,
1
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Electron Extraction and Attendant Processes
Induced by Ions Incident on Crystalline Metallic Surfaces
I. Harold Zimmerman
Assistant Professor of Physics
Clarkson College
Potsdam, Neer York 13676
The investigation undertaken this summer is the first stage of a rather
ambitious program of research aimed mainly at understanding how electron trans-
fer takes place when a positively charged ion is neutralized during encounter
with the surface of a metal, Eventually I hope to include nuclear recoil, lat-
tice dynamics and some electronic structure effects in the model, but for the
present a very simple approximation to the system is being. employed. This still
should suffice to demonstrate the basic neutralization process and to give some
indication of how free electrons can be produced by the ion impact. Understanding
these two phenomena, electron transfer to the ion and the production of free
electrons, is the principal goal of the present stage of research.
The metal is represented by an unidifferentiated, positively charged
"jellium" that occupies the left half-space. The negative x-axis lies with-
in this jellium, with the origin at the jellium surface and the positive x-axis
extending into the vacuum. The surface thus coincides with the y-z plane.
Ion bombardment is represented by a point charge of magnitude +q moving
toward the surface with a specified velocity along the x-axis. The cloud of
conduction electrons associated with the metal is modeled in accordance with
the density functional formalism ) as a charged quantum fluid whose charge
density is equal to that of the jellium deep in the bulk. Nearer the surface,
the electron "fluid" decreases in density and extends into the region of positive
x o0 ng to its self-repulsion. Within this model there is clearly no possibility
of representing lattice dynamics; the lattice has been smeared out into a uniform
background of positive charge. This, in turn, means that the trajectory of the
incident ion cannot be ascertained from the dynamics of the model. It must be
prescribed. That will do for the present, however; our first interest is in the
electronic response to the impact. Our simple model lets us address several relevant
questions: (1) Are collective electron effects important? (2) Is the neutral-
ization accomplished principally by Auger-assisted transfer to the incident ion's
neutral ground state, or by quasiresonant transfer to excited levels of the ion?
(3) If Auger transfer dominates, does it manifest itself by means of convoy
electrons traveling in train with the receding (neutralized) ion, by means of
excitation within the electronic fluid that remains associated with the metal,
or by some combination of these?
:.
^r
— z —
The energetics of (quasi-) resonant and Auger-assisted electron transfer
are sketched in Fig. 1. (Quasi-) resonant transfer can easily be a one-electron
process, but Auger transfer must involve at least two electrons and possibly more.
A reasonable scenario for Auger-assisted transfer involving the production of
both convoy electrons and internal excitation within the metal is indicated in
Figure 2. This figure also suggests how the results of these calculations might
best be displayed: by means of computer-generated motion pictures portraying the
evolution of the electronic fluid under the stimulus of the ion impact. The
computer program is therefore designed to facilitate eventual translation of
the output data into graphic form.
Initially, a 1-dimensional approximation is made	 1 he complexity
of the calculation is greatly reduced as is the time needed for a run, These
reductions let us try out a number of computational schemes so that the most
suitable approach will be evident before any large investment need be made.
Within the program the electron density amplitude function is represented
using the finite element method in conjunction with the Raleigh-Ritz-Galerkin
variational procedure2 . The functional is written as
where 
117 
is the density amplitude function and H is a local approximation to
the multi-electron hamiltonian operatorl . The ranges of the integration are
assumed to be such as to justify the assumption that V never changes on the
boundary during the times of interest. Within the region of interest, IS
changes in such a way as to render J stationary.
The problem is noelinear because Fi depends on zI. This leads to a number
of challenging difficulties that have taken up most of the summer's effort.
These seem now to be largely in hand, and the program can profitably be trans-
ferred to the Clarkson computer system when I return there. By next summer
I expect to have finished work on the present 1-dimensional model system and
to hv,e the full 3-dimensional calculation ready to run. Treatment of nuclear
dynamics should also be ready to begin at that time, represented by the ad-
dition of a lattice core ion positioned at the impact site.
REFERENCES
1. F. Garcia-Moliner and F. Flores, Introduction to the Theory of Solid Surfaces
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DictVantolium dinnoid0l. 1111, on Ontoijuriatic Modul for thy:
Study Lit' 0 in-5rav I trit, i or IW Effect  an Cullular to Organismit.
PrritIrt immod Dom-ADIL) I I IE"i t ►t, Including Sunrmcenco, rand Death
Morrie Arivan Gonjontinson
Long Inland Univam.ilty College of Pharmacy & Floalth
Asominto Pror`emsor of Public: 11nalth
Knortilarlyo of the tinique lifu, cVc3u and ritvitegin OV1111.1tiO ►lilry ponition 
O
r Dictvo-
.9tr1lurn dincoidumm prompted mo to outigmat it ran it mindidate for Free roll Ox-
rinvimantfition in a rospritiou I submittod to the first nolic-Itotinns for life goiOnm
ox1juvit ie rt es to bu, Flown aboard tho) Spam Shuttle.
This organi gin borino itt. mrroer, upon emorging from a sporo,f @9 ,.in indopendent,
actively fooding and dividing mVxEimabn. I to  Vu or] comsint.,,, 
or 
bucteria. A Ftor
fooding and coll. division have simultnn(301.1 101V mased, orz-a taln :nVxitffrP.baF., send
out pulses of chemical aignol (hormori cit ) which, upon coritactino rather arnnb8 p , cause
0911 to WAFIbUKA13 pul,sus Or tho same ch pinical inmq .L., enqr.,r (cyclic adenmi1no mnno-
V i l-l on, lit m te, ) and to migrate in -[,he direction or the primory signal. Thrn-L? allrobno
boonmo o p cod-ary sorivc po, their tarmt cells, in turn, become. tl3Pt1Fjr\j1
a	
'SOM'GeF^;,
nda	 so on (1). Tho migratilIq01,C 9 clump) '1;O9PtheV 'to form n aggregate which under-
[juij,,,* a surius of murpiloyeriti-Lic Illovemiuntu with concomiturit cellular difforentiirbinr3
to form OI L) Llprirlht SAI' L lCtUre eroctpd at a 900 angle to the substrate. Thl i stageis 
millud a pripi 'lla. 1•I'IC' PaJpirljo	 lie  down UpO ► l the Substrate forming a
grox (slug) which 11liqrntus for a period of time. It. than bocomms, stationnrV and
undnrgoou 131.0-cullulcir and gross morphological, rrm paimizotion to a sorocarp. Th ALS
consists, mainly, of a olender, tapering stook bearing at its apex a clump of
spores,.  Tho,,3o are dinsrminittod and ropuat the hFo mjclo.
All or' thosu evont o, urn under gem.-tic control.
	 Bona action 19 11101IL110-tod by in-
trimoic irrid rixtrinnic onvironmumtoi foutoro.
	 ThR 0Ub ESLra •t;Q (agar,	 in the IQbOra-
t0ry) should bo thought of no an intagral part OF -bh p
	functional anot-
oiny since antagnnistin, 1-inritiono-like oub-itant-or, romoh their t.argot cells by diffusion
through tho intprotires of the agar laLti.ce.
	 Depending upon genome and environ-
munt, the IiTo cVnIu is complu-taid in from five to coven days' .
My rixpr-,riments hove= bt.en dorm, on the ATCC-Rnpur rind CD wild type strains of D.
dismi 1 deem.	 I havu used the stimidard torils for d ptormining ornv flity pffents2-t-1113
-1; and the contriru6e.
	 Time is an nn-going debate as to the validityOr 
[,'W"1 5-1doring rotaition on a clinostat n monris of nullifying the effect of the;
gravity vort- or (2,3, 1i,5,6,7).	 Salisbury ( Q, however, hosod upon obst -*,,rvations on
the, ripaco flown rand Earth uxperimontm, stot pm,	 11 thp clAriontat simulater, free
full ,it t1M UQUIAHr 10VQ1 Iii maiiV importairt; raspracts. 11
	There,
 is,	 on the Other
hand, httlm dot tit, thot Imm-mied gravitational force ruoults from cEantri-
FLIMAII(In.	 11-101 rUSL,tlt,
	 of' my clinnotat exporimunts arn.,
	 in SLIF111110:17y:	 (1)	 Rota-
tion [If' culturos in 0 ronq0 of RPM's with th p
 sulbstrato parallel to the gravity
voctor,	 doceloval.ft.-s diavl2loptirpilt Find produces, a larger number of organisms when
cornpnre,c] with static horizontal corArols, reonrdless of inOGUILT111 Stage (Sporn.
or mVxirmu1jn) rind gunritVj i u,	 jri mind that CD's rate, OF d rivp1opmont is,
ndu	 andard cond.lL u	 ,r st
	
-iionn, slowe r than ATCG I s.	 (2)	 Rotation of' cultures with
thV siubstrntm pe:r ,pondimr1,,vv to tho qrovity vumtor doo pleratou duvalopmunt arid
ofton shown Vowor o-ponnisims than do hor limital COHIX015.	 (3)	 Inver-bod, static,
plates, with radar suTToL;(3 focing downtaird ,
 show orcenlorated devolopment, rel.Htivp
to Static culture:; incubate' with the agOr SLJrFOC,'e Facing upward.
	 Inverted and
N
rotatud plates da.v p1rip even more vapidly.	 (4) Non-rototing GLIULWOS maintained
w i th thr agar suffaco porallel to the groviftV vactor, LIGUL911y show decelovatod
dumlopitiont and un incrumse in number a, or Organisms when rorrrparriLJ with horizontal,
L
I
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)11 ► 'i1,^t1il1in t1t1t1 	 °"{^R'
W11dXU1n. IlI11,uLtni1 UP I110111nl =ly urinlrLnd 1,1111 ► UIS dtlltnlnl'irLull tinvt.lollmillit to
it tirntlLn1' dotirm, hil l, WoI1111 111 iltmnlr1ct11 di1'111l'tinntltl tahtin mmyl lrild w1t,ll unutruln.
'Plitt:!, two 1luhll ► tlllduill.ly i1t;-011ti m11"h1111it1m!I 0111'11 to lit , lttvolvtttl.	 Lino ni'l''twt-i Initi-
mulll I'voin t0mill , Lo 11~1-tltln (Milli tail (all1 tallumbin, 1wrllqui) will Uni trLiur, >`attnt ibly
thr. "r,rt 'n Lit' Iti'll divininii.;311 I'nr, 'C hnvit 11111. tills ovVIal thr ,	tit' vot,oLlon ,
ut'1'i1olm tint'I1 l'ly `t vi 'n1tir Unit kliltwo (!'1 )	 for 111111nn1,1i Lind by (Winvu (;) tall.' 111tin'L1i.
llnitllivnv, Lin , illnllirvnit,ldln 1,111E invnt'ninn ili't'LA11 dnvolulllnunL III 111u(1hillion ulltitl (2)
ltmill 1.1111 vottl 111' '.01111 to 11111"COVII t'tlilvnl'tVIII lit 1). di` un h tim CH) i n t:n1mintitllil,
idin lily i'indi11tp; tltltl t1m1"1od.1n1111, 111nttn tin!	 In nhvititnily tit itin k
hi'1'ti. D11't't'rl uns In 1111vtr11111111oli of l'ul 'l':, oild ruill'1r' tlnn to rokit,iUn on 'Llitl ullnn-
otill. ill Ilitiv ` 1-1 ►' In!"!" i'11ilLnd ?ii't),lililllmi (1im:11 ill"1 Uni Il'l01, and tall 111110 t.yini otruill!+)
havo horn vo lmirla it 11i+r ium (lo). litl'itiL.ivi1 tWon inutility in ulldt'r tt1und,lt: rountrtll
( ' 1 ,`111),
	
i li;l m t1t1i1i3r\"1'd thin its t ,.iimlhii'i,yi tint til'i%tcLn 111' 1:1itno'tihit,itli1 1111 ilrt3x
mitllKinti 111 lh " W 1.111. 1;11 ldtld t;y11? utrt ► lllil. 'i'llnrl?Awn, nn in thu 11U'lid, in 'imal
LIP tht1 ti ill.l 1,11 ni -lrnt:ill'l1	 Li on.
,fit ' 1'1'1 1 11 pull Intl 0111I;1'Lttl, 'LrtAllInk tali) In! thltlilt,ud, tihtl itiltiI^i11 iltlt'!H, .1(111 1It it' I lint" l,
llllihw'u, 111 011voliilllivilt;.il t1inn, rltinti i'j,nm 1%01 tit= My daLu, nu Fur, lildimuLt!
Ill-lalt'1ln 11 rind 1111 Matti ol ' Lt1r 1,111' iquii'l1 ;lntuallum Win Imun 111mid tin tint noiditlln.
f;^ lnl'11n11nt,t1 111' ► 1 1:11'1.oi biy
 ltndtlt' tooq to Pill'thur u.'Irr11111 111111 rLlmtl tllinn.	 'i'I Urt-1 111
Iliiltliirt^1timint; 1111 t u hlhutjuw 1'r11i1 t'11'i i I;1111 halt+n nn tll'1'111:t tun o will htil.ntll 11Vliii luircin-,
liho'tlitimn olun'i1:1 t.'1nitiv IS )III cl-l"Anl in 1tlntilll, t1111i10 tho 1i1111111"In orn
l'i. t i to`1 ►^.tit^ui iir ^i'u;1t1.	 'I'hi'riul'tirn, 11' thi11'0 111, inill'I'd t 1111 11f't'ilUt, tin	 't.LIVIII tfl`
tin! lildiv;ithlul UP11, It is julh,iloy nu rLhn inyXlllNUL Thn itia1 ntlIIINIiiilt Lill ilhP-
tlnnnint111 in nlurl,luir likoly °Lrll'1ica within 1,1111 11-110 htilll' 'Lillin 1'romil.
taitrt;i'i1'uit111,i1u ► 111' CII1LIIvi 1,:1 ntol'Ind i',l'nm timuhlln cut thu IVABA-11GI
 11Jtil-mi01,101
t'IIIIC' ( 0 lit, 4.71 11id Ill 1-1 ln ► 1it:',ii;lt lk":llllmILInn tit' d1w ltilnnrnL tit; it ti,iiin whir:l1
ttnli^ld t:ni'T otllloull 1;11 1,111 U1111.1't111;1 ,11 tau 11111ti 1-.1' luniti.11ll.
	 t)tllt,tIT11ii hntlnll t^iIVI n ;1t`iii %
hunal'liml, lariaril" opal Inn tin: V pull. r111111111 tlui i'utllulrL (1^►11;i11-Aiiiun)^W; :3 r) nlil`1t11nd
111't'nnt,tl Which 'indllill.n 	 Lhrin t,i'tll ► rl; loo, 111:14 11- P01, 10 0111/010 thtri 1TItti 111' n011
111 v 1 1-1 i 1111 	 11r tut' 1`!11v1:'t i1111n11111,, :111 Ci1'.11t'l'111.
	1111 PUl"Lu11u L11TV, 'Lhtt rn111t Will y valu1111
111PLhndil 1 Iltivil W11'lnhln (Tt'i'itl,li, In Lily Mind, ;itlllltl 1n11.I11' 'LUSLy 110HOUrnt,ng NO
do -1.11 nllt,nilltlt l, t,1il iht! Inim11i w rit om ltitllnll.
	 T lum ttit nxilt bntllut, utnrLnd istim lin
111111,I111
	
il'llntllllilll nll 'Lhli t+nlll^rl.t'ntln,	 Iltllxl.
1111 1-1 tiuirrt:h pur i:t t,i ► ni l dotu u LaWl i t;hM , ►n itnuhnudr il ►
 (14,110 umonq tit hrov 1,
lhlwl I11't'.il 1 .111llnit.il.1't1r
	
ltil:LtrIn nvu lirmi:1n1 in thr 1`11011111 11y)a1i11t1IIL1U tilld ill's' ti'111111or
111 dllin'nt11t111t1 i ' ll Ill!t.lh'holldrIn.	 'lit 1,1111110 talitta"Iltl tlnvl lup1nq Iltnt,itll'lltll111 tlnd 1111
nll1ji:, 1,1111 inol'o ml 'ill Lhn 111111111111' u p
 iu(livi11nAU tX1111i1 1111 1:110 V011111; Ill' 11
	 t1ni11-
II1loalL1101 111' h+1TiM01 t1,1r`Li1:hm, tlunt,:llIUM in V11fallAtAlt VIA 1ItM1Vtll UIU c.;ytn--
i1111;1tnils u,111111hriu111 t,ri11noril11 Lin, ttil'l1 Ln ► 11vhhl,.
	
p liil i1n10IIII111,y unuld m1wo
I'NIIInin ni111 ,11m, v1m1nl la; in mil rL ulln l'irL dAw 11Ei1'E11.1i11 t u Ulu tlrtivit;y viltt1w t111
tanitt'11ilawl rLt thmn, rtll.iltpo tlimi'lnily, Kitt, i ► Iaqll:ntli tall ur Lo thn rirnv;ity ^ ► ,tur;
	
i . n., dm; .0 lllrnt n1l 11ovO l nlnnllnL lint, 11011=101711V l:ullllON to :1111x'11 umd nuii m.=
	 cal'
indivithlil' 11.	 11111: i.1 in krrillint_i 1,111,11 i,hn t1011tIMI' itin (ii) thol; 1nI1'rilhiCl(1t1rit1lti,1i1 7^i>^-	 t
y.k
tgnlllown, 01111"!1 n!,	 111111'Lt:1111n1) glad hn I11`Lnrud by ityti1i_1a. mil-vorunlu
.iilLt.la'ntxl,linl^lri
^.i
1111 ,in;itl ► aLi1111 Ili-' 1111' Sllnt.r. Mu1LW I 1111 humill ynit;, Iti"lnt:rl ii^ `t l l /111;2, i11nnot3 'Ltltlti 1111.
ill' Lhn ni= I 11'n B1-isln n t4liu1I1 Will i'10i11W (W13^SAJ>Hy) m i3l lun t, fur '1 days. 't'hn
Ca. d1ivalldoilm l.Wo I 'voln 1'it,si 1111,11 t,hiil tl IM111110 tiol'fiutAly. Thu 1 nct thol; Poy-
lnud 15i11	 iti'tiObvi nit i:1Lt1 wI L1 111: i:l'I'itt wlmhnrtl wn w, Llml, Lin: oll ivo oxinwillitllA9
t' rum t'n.Gt.lwo limotr1i1L1u11 to 4111,11 l'MnWdlgl 1111 11111 La IV IWI 111-It In tlllUMI 111aa;11 117
dtlllt101' tit' 1111111[;11 iJr ril -unL1'y aroma. Ply nllrvlly Il l" 1'1.'14111"L .raintud i1uGI111unia1 nini
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1.1to.rat ► jrw incluclod	 of GIOSATELLITE 11, DISCU	 XII,XV1 I
S11,Yt,AU 3 $ 4 1 GEMINI 3,11, NERD 1 1 APOLLO-SOYUZ, APOLLO 	 GOSPAR vo'4U11 ►cK4*,
MOSMOS rulmrto, otc. A op m., flight u p ruc."I., W11-10 ► lion barn notow 
in divownu blatu,
ranginq from m1crobou to innnot c, to plimt mutorinI to fiSh 0gq 13, in a change
in tho wntu of the grnot 1colIV progv,1111mud lit7o uplu ral;utivu to that of Earth
controls. D. dincidduum"n life cplo: 0moxnum p , fooding and growth, cull
diffurari-UaFLIan, ru III, IJ[JU ct	 00,1th; 1prido itnu,111 to ntudins of'
dovuloIJ11113HU11 r0t(.1131. Lwot, V anr, r1l; Amplu, in r3r(3Ii1T ► !110rV OtUdIU5 with '1;110 PIUU-
\/ UnI d+1( , ,	 2,21 di.,w1.FcnLc tacid (srrs),(1G)
I id,,,j g riblo to dnmon,-0;rv3tU El .10d< Of 'UIX,10 011'UUt!) thrOU011011t thu D1,,,,tVnQtcIium
life rv p^ lo and to difformitlat.o l bunud on t110 rJVW13 rt,[•*Lt ► i.r•j^j PPOPPrt.11 0 13 , j)(ItWeRn
living and duE ►d D. d -Int"(111](Win cullo, SITS prnv ialm.) "Imisitive ; oucurnto 111morm for
inunito,ving tho n7it;lra lfl'n rvp' lu 01' thu, ovollivilum. 11") b7 (17) 1195 pointad out thu
ar►nlogicis behil",m] th rl dUVL:loj1t 11(1 ► 1'1, ,-JI progi tum -1 ri 1). dis roiduum and thut in dL,,-
V011011illg Q[i1VJVV0',3. Thu, Lima eapean in Wmt\ ' Inn -W3 3u ►fl 31 . 1.3 "75- -moat m1non , shorter.
Pollrjrd (11) , huced on hin m	 ona3vulotis, bolluva.,j that StUdlvo, on devel.npinorital
0VPJLQT1U 1jfU0'WW 'U101i 1 mm would ha both promining Eii id intavmsting. D. dirmniduum
is a (InvElnPIT ►ontil ciVstnm wh1uh UU11ANIV0.0, thib 111ir► ifILIM 0 -170 Urld LIUVOrld, goes
thralic)h a complotu dom"Inpull i'litul IiVa nvuln in 5-7 dray, w l ddl in similar to
1-11vu'rgunt life f'rivms, rand -Includmi. on onolog of' ombrVogm(^niu in its pragPi-MOT10.
11 iii, t ►uml'ovo, ,.in j d •,;iI mitididoLn fin , nxpap -lairritn in SPACELAG. Thu instrumuntul
popmiuturo -Pov 1ntugra1 , incj D. dinm.' ► deum oxppr1mumto, into thu SPAMLAD ronFigo-
votion uan bo win,11V dotimidned through usu uP 'a dovico much us the 1 5 1tint Drivrv-
On Cori La 1nur (PEOG) in its	 volu in a tuc.,ft similar to the HEFLEX Bia-
ong -mr-mrinq Tosd  (H13T) (11)).
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DIOPLAY R[8UIRmEN[S FOR REMOTELY PILOTED
Bar bara A ^
 Bernabo
Florida Institute of Teahxolugy
^	 A fair omount of attenkion at Dryden rliqht Research
~	 Facj1jty has focused on U/e fu|.ctiunalv op p[atiooal, and handling
^ churacteriwticn of rwmote1y piloted vehicle systems (RPV) ^ In
'	 uuch a system, a pilot controls an aircraft from m ground based
Cockp]t in citber ,x fnll manual or coupled control mode.
^	 The in[ormution available to Lho pilot For flyiDp
such as spin initiationv sp in recovery, end app,uach and
]ao0tngs is limited to iDstrumunts and a TV monitor which displays
^	 * v1d po image tr"|/amitted from a camera mountwd m/ the aircraft.
lhi* presumably provides m pilot's my p
 viow of tho world.
To il3 ustrote, one such system is the HIMAT, acronym for
highly mumnuva/able aircraft technology. It is a 3/8 scale made].
^ flown frnm w qrnund bamed cockpit. Such a system raim gs a number
of serious issueo with ruspect to human information procossing,
`	 munua] control, and piluL workload demands. On the one hand,
unlike a simulation there in something at stake. While not life
threatening, a seriuum error could crash thw aircraft - not to
`	 mmntiun crush thu pilot"s mqo. On the other hand, flying an RPV is
something like doinq an impoverished simulation, eq. in a fixec1
.	 hased siaulaLur,
  since many of. the cues present in flight are
"^ unavailable in the ground based cockpit.
PERCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Cockpit Layout - Since there is no size constraint,
t(/" vuckpit instrument layout is spread nut, thus increasing the
necessary wye and head movements of the pi]C>h.
2. Vestibular/Proprj pcepiive Cues - Cues to orientation
in space are absent "
 Thin in itself is not uruoanaqeablo since
visual Lues can often ovorride nr substitute for the5o. However,
in RPV flights visual cuns are also impoverished.
3. Limited Visual Field - The pilot's visual field is
constrainod to a 19 '/ TV monitor presenting a 24 degree
horizontal and 14 degree vertical fie1d of view. This poses two
kinds of problems. A) Specifically in approach to landinq, it can
disto`'t perception of puviLion with respect to the runway when
t|'e ai[craft is banked or in crosswind conditions. In fact when
hemdjnq is corrected for crosswind the runway may actually fa1l
completely outside of field of view. The same is true for ateep
approaches where the horizon may fall outside of field of view.
B) A limited field of view also results in an
elimination of peripheral vision which supplies important motion
^	 cues that in turn contribute to perception of altitude and
^	 airspep^d. This happens because objects ap? par to move more slowly
/	 acrons the visual field than nearer  objects. The pilot typically
Vses this oubL]e information in his assessment of altitude. -
^	 Current research at Dryden includos a wide angle video
^ system pru/iJs, 160 dagraes field of view and limited resolution
^
^
"
^
v
`	 .
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GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS OF THE ASSOCIATION,NGC 206, ON THE DISK OF THE ANDROMEDA
GALAXY
Gene G. Byrd. Associate Professor of Astronomy, University of Alabama
The galaxy M31 h I s a two-armed spiral pattern in its disk. Recent 21 cm
observations by Unwin show the hydrogen gas structure of the disk of M31 with
improved resolution., The main spiral arms can be seen in the observations, but
there are a number of irregularities. In particular, a steeply pitched "armlet"
extends along the southwest semi-major axis of M31's tilted disk between the two
major arms (see figure 1).
14y project has been an attempt to explain this structure. Photographs of
M31 show a large star cluster, NGC206, at the inner end of the armlet (figure 1).
My hypothesis was that the armlet and other nearby disturbances are caused by the
gravitational effect of NGC206. I intended to quantitatively verify this using
computer simulations of NGC206 orbiting in the disk of M31.
Last summer was spent on two approaches to this project. I worked on developing
a program for a first, simpler, approach to the problem. The second approach,
more realistic but more complicated, involved modifying a program by R. H. Miller
and B. F. Smith (my NASA colleague). During this last winter, I continued work on
the simpler approach and submitted the first version of an article describing
the results to The Astrophysical Journal.
During this summer, I have completed the simple approach computer runs and
written the final version of the article which has been accepted for publication in
the Jan. 15, 1983 Astrophysical Journal. The results of the simpler approach showed
that less extensive modifications than previously planned would be sufficient in
Miller and Smith's program. I have finished these modifications and am doing
computer runs for the more realistic simulations. The article results show that
NGC206 can create the armlet by its gravitational effect on material in the disk
of the Andromeda Galaxy. These results have wider implications , supporting
ideas that gravitation is the dominant mechanism for generating spiral arms in
galaxies with multiple .arm patterns and indicating that mechanisms involving chain
reactions of supernova explosions and star formation are not important in spiral
arm formation.
I will take the results of the more realistic simulations back to Alabama
for analysis. Discussions with P. M. C=risen, another Ames astronomer, have raised
the possibility that gravitational armlet forming processes may have been important
in the much smaller scale process of forming Jovian planets in our solar system.
I will investigate this interesting possibility further when I return to Alabama.
Finally, I have at'Alabama for furter analysis the resu7^ts of simulations of-
collisions of elliptical galaxies by Miller and Smith.
1. Unwin, S.C. 1980a, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society vol 190,p.551a
1980b, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society vol 192, p 24:l
Baldwin, J.E. 1981, The Structure and Evolution of Normal Galaxies (New York:
Cambridge University Press) S.M. Fall and D. Lynden-Bell eds. p.145.
2. Miller, R. H. and Smith, B.F. 1980, Astrophysical Journal vol. 235, p. 421.
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Determination of Assimilatory Quotients
for Chlorella pyrenoldosa 711-05
Growni  a Closed System
Arthur P. Carroll
Associate Professor
Department of Science
College of Santa Fe 
In order to sustain extended manned mis5lons in space ( missions over five
years), it will be necessary to develope regenerating life support systems. The .
CELSS program ( Closed Ecological Life Support Systems ) at NASA/Ames is involved*
In research to that end.
One of the most basic problems in sustaining life in closed systems is the
need to regenerate gasses. Animals or heterotrophs consume -)xygen and produce car-
bon dioxide, while plants, autotrophs, consume carbon dioxide and produce oxygen.
In a closed system gas balances could be maintained by combining autotroph and
heterotroph. Unfortunately the ratio of gas consumed to gas produced is not the
same for each. The quantitative expression for the CO consumed and the 0 2 producd
by plants is known as the Assimilatory Quotient ( A
A great deal of information regarding the Assimilatory Quotient of plants,
especially the green algae, ekists in the literature. However, most of these stud-
ies occurred in open, flow through systems rather than closed systems. In order
to study the effect of closed systems on the A , NASA designed a closed system
to accommodate growth of both an heteroph and 19n autotroph .('Figure 1 ).
Before the system could be fully utilized, it was necessary to test its
reliability and reproducibility. Last summer experiments were performed using
the green alga Clorella pyrenoidosa 711-05. The A of the-organism was determined'
In the closed system under conditions of differentg02 starting concentrations.
The initial data indicated a variation in the A at different concentrations.
This summer experiments were performed to verify the results of last summer.
It was necessary to determine the varience in results obtained at constant condi-
tions. Six experiments were performed to determine the A at a starting 0 2 con-
centation of 20%.
	 ( Table 1 ). It quickly became apparOnt that reproducible
results were difficult to obtain.
	 The initial experiments were performed at a
reduced pressure ( 650 mm Hg initial ) in a Helium background. increases in pres-
sure would occur during the experiments. These ,
 increases, if due to leaks in
the system,,arould account for the variations in results. An experiment was perform-
ed in which the starting pressure of 650 mm Hg was used and the gas in the head
space was monitored by means of gas chromatography. The presence of Nitogen in
the closed system would indicate leakage. Nitrogen was found and the quantity
present agreed with the increase in pressure. Two more experiments were run with
starting pressures of 760 mm Hg. The A  of these experiments showed closer
agreement.
Because of the existence of leaks the data produced can give erroneous
results. The system must be used with caution at reduced pressure. The high eela-
tive humidity in the system can cause the vacuum fittings to leak gas from the
environment. The system does seem to be reliable when used at atmospheric' pres-
sure . Experiments done at 760 nun Hg, when monitored for the presence of nitrogen
gas, showed none.
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TABLE 1: Assimilatory quotients for Chlorella pyrenoidosa 711-05
 •
grown in a
closed system at initial oxygen concentrations •of.20% and carbon
dioxide concentration of 5%•
Experiment #	 Aq'' Pressure ChangeStarting Pressure
( mm Hg) ( mm lig )
1	 0.72
650 70
2	 0.81 650 64
3	 0.68 650 83
4	 0.59 760 6
5	 0.57 760 6
6	 0.64 650 71
^:; ELM
^i
^i
.	
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Stirface Structure of Vitreous Silica -
A Molecular Dynamics Study
By S. H. Garofalini
Department of Ceramics
Rutgers University
The importance of vitreous silica (v-SiO2 ) in catalysis, microelectronics,
optical fibers, and commercial glasses is well appreciated by physical scientists
working in these areas. Many of the details of the structure and dynamics of
v-Si02
 at an atomistic level must be inferred from experimental techniques
which provide only average properties (e.g. X-ray and neutron diffraction,
IR and Raman spectroscopy). Also, the amorphous and insulative nature of
v-Si02
 have limited the use of the more common surface analytical techniques
for studying the silica surface in an unambiguous manner.
The lack of these details at the atomic level provides impetus for the
application of the molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulation technique to
study v-SiO2 . Once the accuracy of this technique has been established, it
can be used to provide significant information into the structural and dynamic
behavior of atoms in v-SiO 2
 and at the v-Si0 2
 surface under a variety of condi-
tions.
The excellent computational facilities at NASA-Ames have enabled me to
perform this evaluation of the adequacy of the MD technique to accurately sim-
ulate v-Si02 . The work last summer showed that the technique accurately simu-
lates atomic motion in bulk v-Si0 2 (1) . This summer, the work has been aimed
at establishing if the surface of v-Si0 2 can be accurately simulated.
The result of the work this summer clearly indicates the adequacy of using
the MD technique to study the v-SiO 2 surface. The simulations reproduced the
expected predominance of the oxygen atoms (rather than silicon atoms) at
the surface, as well as the oc p.uk:rence of several non-bridging oxygen. An
appropriate decrease in the Si-U-Si bond angle was also found to occur at the
surface. The radial distribution function (RDF) as a function of distance from
the surface was evaluated so as to determine the structural changes occurring at 	 f
the surface. Figure 1 shows the RDF from (a) atoms in the interior of the sample
(approximating the bulk), (b) all atoms within 109 of the surface, and (c) all
a
r
r
t	 .+
atoms within 5 A of the surface. The first peak in each P,OF is due to the
Si-O pairs and occurs at the appropriate bond distance of 1.62 0A. Ti ►e shoulder
in the Si-O peak in Figure lc was found to be due to the several non-bridging
oxygen (NBO) at the surface,(see figure 2).
This decrease in the Si-0 distance between the NBO and Si as compared to
the Si -0 spacing for the normal bridging oxygen is very important. Previous
calculations have indicated that the Si-O distance for NBO should be r--0.08A
less than the normal Si-O distance(2). Our simulation gives this result.
This result is significant in that it shows that the MO simulation used
here accurately reproduces surface and defect properties of v-Si02.
In addition, a study of the motion of K atoms at the K.O . 3Si0 2
 glass sur
face immediately after fracture was simulated. Experimental studies (ion
scattering spectroscopy) have indicated a higher than expected concentration of
K atoms occurs on the fracture surface. Results of my simulation show that K
atoms preferentially jump to the fracture surface within a few picoseconds.
References:
1. Garofalini, S. N., J. Chem. Phys. 76(1982) 3189.
2. Lucovsky, G., Phil. Mag. B, 39(1979) 513,
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Aerosol Climate Effect Program-Data Comparison
ORIGI14AL RAGE 1a	 Jindra Goodman
OF POOR QUALITY	 San Jose State University
Professor of Meteorology
The first project was associated with the Aerosol Climate Effects (ACE)
program. It is well known that stratospheric aerosols play an important
role in global climate. To assess their effect on the energy budget we have
to understand their physical and chemical properties, time and space varia-
tion and evaluate the effects of major volcanic eruptions. Even though
information on aerosol properties have been gathered over past two decades
there remains an urgent need for simulataneous measurement using different
sampling techniques. Therefore as part of the ACE program a continuous
effort has been made to intercompare instruments measuring the same or
similar aerosol properties. The sampling platform is the U-2 aircraft and
the instruments sampling during ACE missions are listed in Table 1 along
with their characteristics.
Our specific research interest concentrated on the comparison of the
Ames wire impactor (AWI) with instruments, which measure similar aero!;ol
properties (size distribution). Specifically the AWI was compared with the
ASAS probe and to a lesser extent with the QCM cascade impacter. The major
physical difference between the AWI and the ASAS probe is their location.
The AWI is located directly in the air stream, while ASAS probe must bring a
sample inside probe.	 To insure the representation of the sample, several
conditions have to be fulfiled. Sampling should be isokinetic and isoaxial
(Fuks, 1975). Detailed analyses of this condition in connection with ASAS
probe indicates that there may be some problems. The original mounting
hindered isokinetic flow, but recently a diffuser cone was installed to
insure isokinetic conditions.
	 The probe location o% the U-2 dc- ,-sn't allow
isoaxial sampling. There is a very sharp bend (-90 ) in the intak3 probe.
This results in the loss of larger particles and the resulting errors become
altitude dependent (Stokes number of particle increases with altitude). The
comparison of the ASAS data with the wire impactor indicated such a trend
(see Fig. 1). Additional errors in the size determinatlin can be connected
with variations in the refractive index of particles. On the other hand,
sampling with the AWI depend on the collection efficiency of the wire (Lem
and Farlow, 1979), sampling volume and the analytical procedure to determine
particle size.
Detailed examination of data from the ASAS probe and AWI yield relative-
ly good agreement, if we take into consideration that a 10% uncertainty in
particle size will yield a 30-506 error in concentration.
f
r 'r
r
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Aerosol mass data obtained using the QCM cascade impactor didn't agree
well with the AWI. This may be due to the fact that the size intervals are
larger and the particle size is determined by a 50% collection efficiency.
Summary of the data are presented in Table 2.
The second research activity nvoled they preparation of a proposal to
study the neutralization of tropospheric acid aerosols by ammonium and their
participation in the nucleation processes and connection with acid precipita-
tion.
References:
N. A.Fuks, 1975: Review papers-Sampling of Aerosols. Atmos. Environment,
vol. 9, p. 697-707.
M. Y. Lem and N. H. Farlow, 1979: Efficiency of Aerosol Collection on
Wires Exposed in the Stratosphere. NASA 81147, 28 pp.
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DATE LOCATION ALTITUDE
KM
No/cm3
>0.06vm
AERSOL
VOLUME
vM3/CC
504MASS
PPR
COMPARISION OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION
OBTAINED FROM ASAS WITH AWI
COMPARISON
BETWEEN QCM
AND AWI
15 APRIL BAJA CA 16.8 18.3 0.1667 1.0819 ASAS pissed some large particles no data avail.
yet
15 APRIL BAJA CA 18.3 28.9 .2587 1.6789 agree
15 APRIL BAJA CA 20.7 6.1 .2656 1.7237 no data
16 APRIL CANADA 16.8 18.8 .1924 1.2487 ASAS missed some large particles
16 APRIL CANADA 18.3 5.1 .0860 .5581 ASAS missed some large particles
16 APRIL CANADA 20.7 2.2 .1167 .7574 •o data
19 PPRIL BAJA CA 20.7 2.5 .0718 .4659 mo data •
19 APRIL BAJA CA 20.7 4.85 .0954 .6191 wo data •
5 PAY BAJA CA 15.3 23.4 .0603 .3913 ASAS reads more small particles
agreement on large particles disagree
5 MAY BAJA CA 20.7 3.6 .0340 .2206 agree disagree
7 MAY ROCKY MT. 16.8 23.7 .3666 2.3792 ASAS missed some large particles. N/A
7 MAY ROCKY MT. 18.3 12.6 .1718 1.1149 ASAS missed some large particles agree
TABLE 1
INSTRUMENT ACTIVE SCATTERING CONDENSATION AMES WIRE IMPACTOR QUARTZ CRYSTAL FILTER
AEROSOL PROBE-ASAS NUCLEI COUNTER AWI MICRO BALALNCE (QCM)
quantity aerosol concentration concentration concentration aerosol mass in 10 total SO4 mass
measured in 32 size ranges frus and size size ranges .05ua
+m dip . to 3pm di p . distribution to 2"
TABLE 2
1982 ACE FLIGHTS
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LIFE TESTING OF ACCUMULATOR BLADDERS (AIBS SYSTEM)
JOHN S. IIILTEN
AUGUST 23, 1982
i aa'
a M
EMBRY-RIDDLE A z.RONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
INSTRUCTOR - AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Two Rotor System Research Aircraft (RSRA) have been built by Sikorsky for NASA.
Each of these aircraft is unique in the sense that there are three flight con-
figurations: (1) as a helicopter, (2) as an airplane (with the addition of en-
gines, wings, and a horizontal tail, and with the removal of the rotor blades),
and (3) as a compound (with the rotor blades back on). In the compound config-
uration the aircraft flies like a helicopter or like an airplane at the dis-
cretion of the pilot.
The basic purpose of the aircraft is to serve as a test vehicle for experimen-
tal rotor systems.
Helicopters in general are subject to a wide variety of vibrations; the most
severe of these is known as the blade passing frequency vibration. The RSRA in
its present configuration with five rotor blades that typically rotate at about
200 RPM generates a severe vibration at about 17 HZ. To reduce the transmis-
sion of this vibration to the rest of the hell-copter the transmission is sup-
ported laterally by 4 active isolators (shock absorbers) that attenuate the
vibration level. Each isolator has accumulators with bladders that separate a
pneumatic section from a hydraulic section.
This research project will take 3 different bladders and life cycle them at
pressure conditions normally encountered in flight for 12 x 106 cycles each;
this is to verify their durability or mode of failure.
The envisioned procedure is to pressurize the pneumatic side of the bladder to
1100 psi with room temperature nitrogen and then to pressurize and cycle the
hydraulic side via a controller and servo valve to 1650 psi :t 80 psi, at 17
HZ. The input to the controller will be from a sine wave generator set to l`7
HZ and from the feedback pressure transducer measuring the hydraulic oil
pressure. A ratio potentiometer will be used to match the two input signals,
A bias potentiometer will be used to set the static pressure level and a gain
potentiometer will be used to set the level of the pressure modulation. A
dither control and limit control will also be provided. Theoutput of the
controller will be fed into the input of the torque motor which will mechanic-
ally position the pilot spool valve in the servo valve. A 3000 psi hydraulic
pump with a maximum flow rate of 31 gal./min. will furnish the pressure for
the servo valve.	 The controller, torque motor, servo valve, and hydraulic
pump are available commercially. 	 i
WIN	 1 11 0 M
LJohn S. Hilten/Embry .Riddle Aeronaut;cal University 	 2.
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It is desirable to shut the system down automatically in the event of a bladder
failure or any other malfunction in the system. Since the system pressure is
servo controlled, some failure modes would only show a momentary and hard to
detect pressure change. Other detection methods such as flow, liquid level,
and current also do not look promising. The following scheme (figure 1) is
proposed. Once each hour for a period of three minutes (minute 57, 58, and 59)
the hydraulic pressure to the bladder is shut down. This is done by using a
clock-driven cam to open a switch that is in series with the torque motored;?.
With the hydraulic pressure removed, the captive nitro
'
azn pressure will return
to 1100 psi if no nitrogen pressure has been lost due to a leak in the accumu-
lator or a bladder failure. If a failure has occurred, a reed switch in series
with the hydraulic pump start-stop relay opens shutting the system down. This
switch is a normally open reed switch rotated to the 1100 psi position on a
specially modified Bourdon tube pressure gage provided with a magnetic pointer.
This switch is by-passed by a second clock-driven cam-activated switch for all
but minute 58 of the hn l ^r ly cycle.	 It should be noted that the temperature
generated by cycling will probably require a pressure set point higher than
1100 psi.
A second reed switch rotated to 1650 psi on the Bourdon tube pressure gage is
also in series with the hydraulic pump start-stop relay. If the pressure
deviates from the set point of 1650 psi due to power supply, transducer, signal
generator, controller, torque motor, servo valve, etc. failure the system will
be shut down. This second reed switch is by-passed by a third clock-driven
cam-operated switch for minute 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60 of the hourly cycle.
Thus for the first 55 minutes of each hourly cycle the oil pressure side of the
bladder is monitored and in the last 5 minutes of each hourly cycle the nitro-
gen pressure is monitored. If a bladder failure should occur, its time of
failure may be known no better than 1 hour which represents 1/2 % of the test
period. The output of the strain gage pressure transducer will also be record-
ed on a slow strip chart, recorder.
Other details are shown in figure 1.
At this writing all components have been ordered but delivery schedules are
typically quoted at 8-12 weeks.
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Signal Detection Algorithms in the
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
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Steven Lord
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
In efforts to detect radio transmissions from unknown intelligent extra-
terrestrial sources, any effective search depends on the employment of sensitive
data processing algorithms. In conjunction with the Ames SETI Group Science
Team, I have have explored the possibility of using several previously suggested
techniques (Drake, 181; Lord, 181) and have suggested some new ones as well.
One established technique, called pseudobinning, is an examination of the
output of the multi-Channel Spectrum Analyser at successively coarser resolu-
tions in hopes of matching the bandwidth of any incomming signal. This summer I
assisted by designing digital circuits for this technique, and by exploring
theoretical threshhold setting calculations (Drake, ibid.) that prescribe how to
achieve a desired false alarm rate using this method under noise conditions. In
addition, I developed software algorithms for off-line use of this method, and
determined the assembly language version's minimal time budget.
lk^ the two summers I have provided the group with ideas for various VoLter-
irlgorithms and processing techniques including the block diagrams for a
data al- ay (time, frequency) transposition scheme that arranges MCSA data in a
morel eacessible form, followed by cross-correlation processor that serves as a
hatched filter for on-again, off-again carrier waves. As a "nonspecific signal"
type detector, a pattern recognition simulation was written which isolated and
highlighted detected signals in noise on a video graphics display. The tech-
nique used an adjancency algorithm, which detected the presence of M.0,tiple
detections closely associated in frequency and/or time.
To prepare for the day when the available detection equipment includes
a radiotelescope with dual othogonally polarized receivers, algorithms
possessing greatly enhanced sensitivity to polarized signals have been developed
(Lord, ibid.), which, by processing the complex output of two MCSAs, dynamically
match to the polarization of the incomming signal. The eventual desirability of
such coherent detection was discussed and agreed upon by the team, and this
technique called generalized coherence, is likely to be the subject of further
investigation.
By attempting to determine the sensitivity of various algorithms, espe-
cially pseudobinning and coherent detection, I studied the work of Oliver in
Drake, ibid. This led me to conclude that there did in fact exist a general way
of determining'unambigously and objectively the sensitivity of an algorithm.
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This method is shown in the figure below. Once the algorithm's response to a
known noise spectrum in learned, either by theory or simulation, as well as the
algorithm's response to relatively large signal to noise ratio environment, a
single sensitivity estimate here called SIN may be obtained for any desired pro-
bability of false warm and probability of mi.ssPd signal, here represented by Prf
and Pr n,
This method can be used to rate two candidate algorithms that z3kv have been
designed to respond to the same signal type.
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Figure 1.
Step 1. Use fixed Prfa
 to give T. Here
we plot 1 minus the cumulative probability
density fuction of the algorithm's response
to noise alone. A desired probability of
a false alarm yields the threshhold T
of the algorithm (the output level at Which
the algorithm vill declare the presence
of a signals)
Step 2. We use T and Prom s to find SIN.
Here we plot 1-CPD for various values of
SIN input to the algorithm. For a fixed
Pr,,$
 there is one SIR curve which passes
through the point (T,Pr, s ). The S/N^,value
may be thought of as the algorithms sensit-
ivity for the given Pr,^ and Prq„Sconditions.
A lower SIN corresponds to a higher sens-
itivity.
Drake, F. , Wolfe., j., 7ne 1961 Report of the SETI Science Working Group.
(Preprint), NASA:-Ames Reaserch Center.
Lord, S., Dixon, R., Healy, T., Protect Oasis Report, U. of Santa Clara
Press, 1961 NASA-ASR3' Sumer Study Report.
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Infrared Spectroscopic Studies of the Effect of Elovated
Temperature on the Association of Amino Acids with Clays
John W. Macklin
University of Washington
Department of Chemistry
One of the models associated with origin'of life chemistry at Ames involves
the enhancement of peptide bond formation hctween amino acids by heating in
the presence of clay minerals.Clay and amino acid mixtures are cycled
repeatedly through wet cold and dry hot condit:i.ons to achieve increases in 12
oligomer formation of 40 to 200 times that obtained in the absence of clay. '
The exq.)licit chcW cal mechanism is not ]mown. Recent chemical studies suggest
that a covalent type association between the clay and amino acrid 1iiay constitute
the ",activated inteimnediatc" ghat leads to oligomerization. 3 The research
described in this report seeks to determine the nature of clay amino acid
association at elevated temperatures and elucidate the mechanism
amino	
or pro-
motion of	  acid oligomcrization in the presence of clays.
The experimental approach is to use Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) to measure variations in the vibration spectra of clay-,iino acid
samples with increasing temperature. Thin, free standing clay films are
prepared by evaporation of water from large droplets containing the clay or
clay-acid mixture placed on a. smoothed sheet of flexible polyethylene.
Silica and alumina samples are measured as films on AgCI. Pyrogl.utam'.c
acid was chosen for these studies because the carbox late group will have
the same cha.rac: •ter as that of other amine acids taut it is not likely to
form intermolecular peptide bonds that would displace covalent associations
of the carboxilate group with the clay. The clay acid association is thus
'Thpreserved for observation.	 e scunplcs are held undisturbed in a heated
thermosta.ted cel. ,.t`I while spectra are measured at temperatures near 24, 60,
120, 160 and 220°C. The temperature is measured with a chrome-alomel
thermocouple near the svnple. Spectra taken at lower temperatures are
computer substrocted •from higher temperature measurements to obtain the
explicit chaizr;es dependant upon increasing the temperature.
Results from one of the experiments are shown in Figure 1. The known
temperature dependent variationsin the separate spectra of the clays and
pyrogliitvnic acitl6 are accounted for so that variations dependent upon
interactions of pyroglatami.c acid with the clay can be determined. The
experiment has been carried out with several types of clay as well as silica
gel alurnulia ill the form of Gibsite.
?c number of intensity variations are consistently observed in the diff=erence
spectra of clay-pyroglutamic acid mixtures. For example, note the intensity
,f
Qincreases at about 1200, 1320 and 1780 cnt -1 and decreases near 700, 1245,
1442 and 1680 can -1, in the moasuremcnts shown in Iiigure 1. The observed
changes are consistent with the formation of an ester type association
between the pryoglutamic acid carboxyl group and the mineral surface at
elevated temperatures. For example, formation of an aceyl silicate may be
indicated. We are continuing exTeriments in order to fully define the meaning
of the spectral variations.
My experience as a NASA-ASFE has been most rewarding. I intend to continue
my association with NASA colleagues and Gun :Connally proposing to contribute
to other NASA projects by contractual arrangmiont.
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Figure 1. FTIR difference: spectra of soditun noritmorillonite containing
50% pyroglutwiiic acid by weight taken, at various temperatures.
The temperatures at which the spectra included in each sub-
traction were measured are indicated below each trace.
TITAN'S AEROSOLS
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Peter H. Smith
Lunar and Planetary Lab
University of Arizona
Most of the observations of Titan that are now available really "see"
the upper haze layers which are known to blanket the entire lower atmosphere
and surface. Therefore, when we study Titan with optical methods we are
learning about aerosol properties. Although it has been three years since the
first flyby mission to Titan, there is still no general concensus as to what
the basic properties of the main haze Layer, i.e. size, optical constants
and pressure levels, are. It was in order to reconcile some of the conflicting
results proposed by different groups working in this area that I cameo-to Ames
and decided to work with James Pollack.
The observed characteristics of the haze layer are now accepted as follows.
Ground-based observations of the geometric albedo reveal an increasing amount
of absorption of solar energy toward shorter wavelengths in the blue. This
has interpreted as an absorbing haze high in the atmosphere. Voyager I
confirmed this hypothesis and placed the haze layer about 250 km above the
solid surface. Both the Pioneer and Voyager missions found this haze to be
extremely highly polarizing. Tomasko and Smith ( 1982) interpret this to be
evidence that the aerosols are small (x-0.1 /,^m), dark and that the' , r size
increases with depth. Physical models of Titan's aerosols ( loon et al., 1980)
also predict this behavior but with larger sizes. Voyager I found anew property:
the haze is very forward scattering. Rages et al. ( 1982) explain that -the
observed forward scattering is indicative of the diffraction from particles of
radius greater than 0.19,o . m and they favor a size nearer 0.5 tm.Voyager II
confirms this forward scattering character of the atmosphere eaving investi-
gators in thl, position of choosing between mutually exclusive models for the
haze layer.
My first project this summer at Ames has been to put together the Pioneer
and Voyager data sets i n such a way as to derive the single scattering
properties of an aerosol particle. Normally, these properties serve as the
input to an atmosphere model. From a preliminary analysis I've found that the
phase function is decidedly non-spherical: forward scattering yet with little
back peak and highly polarizing ( see Figure). Ge investigated prolate spheroids
last summer (Smith, 1982) with some success. Of course, because other shapes
may be more appropriate, we have started a literature search of the various
laboratory data pertaining to non-spheres of different classes. Analytical cal-
culations are only possible for spheroids and cylinders.
In analyzing the 4rnest phase angle images this summer, it has become clear
that plane parallel atmosphere calculations are inadequate. So to really define
the single scattering properties at the most forward scattering geometries, I
am collaborating with Kathy Rages who has written a spherical scattering program
and can help develop correction factors to boost the intensities calculated from
my plane parallel program. We are very close at the end of this summer to a
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final definition to the forward peak of the phase function for the atmosphere of
haze aerosols and are ready to begin the search phase of our project. I plan
to continue this search at the lunar and Planetary Lab in Tucson and will
stay in communication with Pollack and Rages as the project progresses.
In developing the procedures and techniques for analyzing the Titan data
it has been useful to exchange ideas with other workers in the field here at
Ames. I'm especially indebted to Brian Toon and Morris Podolak, on leave from
Tel Aviv.
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